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Even if you have yet to be hit by the
flood ofFacebook group invites, the fact
will soonbe hard to ignore: The race for
the UndergraduateGovernmentofBoston
College(UGBC) president and vice president is officially on. The teams running
this year are Chris Denice, CSOM '09,
and Alejandro Montenegro, A&S '09;

Rhick Bose, A&S '09, andAnand Savani,
A&S '09; Phil Dumontet, CSOM '09 and
Mike Sokolowski, CSOM '09, Paul Lilek,
A&S '09 and Matt Marshall, CSOM '09;
Michael Foley, CSOM '09, and Michael
Fox, CSOM '09; Katherine Buck, A&S
'09, and Frank Nasso, CSOM '09; and
Joonhak Lee, A&S '09, and Brendan
Dailey, A&S '09.
As of yesterday at midnight, teams
were allowed to begin their campaigns,

2008

and with a big held, this year's contest
may be louder and more present on campus than in recent years.
"This year I think the candidates
are going to have to look for ways to be
different and to stand out," said Angie
Christopher, co-chair ofthis year's election committee and A&S '08.
Christopherhas been on theelections
committee since her freshman year and
has witnessed many changes to the un-

www.bcheights.com

runfteoamrSsvUn GBC
dergraduatecampaigning seasons.
"Every year is very different," Christopher said. "Last year was kind of
mellow because there weren't too many
teams and they generallyagreed on most
topics."
This year there is also a notable diversity among the candidates in regard
to their previous involvementon campus

See Election, A4

Senate
reports

findings
Committee releases
off-campus report

detailing problems
By Pilar Landon

Editor-in-Chief

Of-cafmpuusndeerty ire

By

Julia Toepfer
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Aroundthis time last year, a fire broke out
in an apartment on Aberdeen Street, killing two
Boston University students. The culprit of the
accident was a candle, andthe two residentsof
the apartmentwere unableto rouse from sleep
and escape. One cannot help but wonderwhat
the likelihoodis of this happening at BC.
Faulty smoke detectors, grills on upper
porches, blocked fire escapes, and chained
doorsare consideredviolationsofthe fire code,

A new reportreleased Mondayby the
Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC) Senate SelectCommittee on off-campuspolicies deliversan investigative analysisregarding the current
off-campus policiesand situation. Titled
"Off-Campus Life at Boston College,"
thereport represents the culminationof
almost three months ofresearch, giving
students and administratorswhat the
committee hopes will be a fuller view
what goes on offcampus.
Led by Scan Scanlon, A&S '08, and
Jonathan Karl, A&S '09, the committee structured its report to include an
examination of the police presence
off campus, the current protocols for
off-campus discipline, and student
behavioral trends. The committee also
clarified that Steven Montgomery, offcampus community liaison, BC Police
Department (BCPD), and the Boston
Police Department (BPD) are the chief
enforcers of policy.
Although the report states that the
current policy - that the University pays
the BPD to patrolwith the BCPD - has
been in place since 1992, the committee
released new informationregarding the
cost to BC for thesepatrols. On a normal
weekend ofThursday throughSaturday,
BC could spend upwards of $13,000 for
the taskforce's patrols.
"It's a verylargesum of money,"Scanlon said, pointing out that the amount
spent in two weekends surpasses the
UGBC Senate's entire budget."It might
be more reasonable to use the money
spent policing parties on programming
instead." Increased programming, said
Scanlon, might shrink the off-campus

said Steve MacDonald, Boston Fire Department spokesman.
Hilary Waldo, A&S '08, andherroommates
live in an apartment on Gerald Road, in which
the smoke detectorwas not working for some
time. It was oversensitive and, "we disabled it
because it was annoying," she said. On another
occasion, whenneither she nor herroommates
were home, "there was smoke in our apartment," she said, "And the fire alarm was going

party scene.

Thecommittee'sresearch discovered
a significant decreasein off-campus violations between this year and last year.

See Fire, A4

See Off Campus, A5

C21: Women lead in church
DavidKete
For The Heights
By

PHOTO COURTESY OF KALYN BELSHA

BC students joined protesters at Government Center in a rally for peace in Colombia.

Bostniapwrlde join rotest
By Kalyn

Heights

Belsha

Staff

"No more kidnapping. No more lies.
No more murders. No more FARC."
Hundreds of Colombian supporters gathered in Government Center on
Monday to join in an internationalprotest against the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC), calling for
peace and an end to the guerrilla group
with a 44-year history of violence in
Colombia.
An estimated 4.8 million people
turnedout for the 387 events in Colom-

bia and hundreds of thousandsof other
demonstrators marched in 165 major
world cities. Many wore white T-shirts
to symbolizepeace or wavedflags ofred,
blue, and yellow to support the Colombian cause.
Facebook played a key role in the
event's international networking. Organizers from I Am Colombia used the site
to send out invitations and created the
global group, "A Million Voices Against
theFARC," uniting over 275,000 students
and concernedyouth activists aroundthe

See Protest, A4
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Eagles knock rival Terriers
out of Beanpot tournament B8
in overtime of first round
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The CatholicChurch is more known
for its strong traditionofmaleleadership than it is for its strong female
leadership. On Ash Wednesday, however, members of the Boston College
community gatheredto celebrate the
underestimated,but nonethelessrich,
traditionof prominent women leaders
within the Church's history.
Church in the 21st Century's "Foremothers in Faith: Historic Women of
Our Time" was held in the Heights
Room in Corcoran Commons and includedreflections by Lisa Sowle Cahill
and M. Shawn Copeland,professors in
the theologydepartment,Dr. Patricia
DeLeeuw, vice provost for faculties,
Colleen Griffith, faculty director of
spirituality studies, andRuth Langer,
DAVID GIVLER / HEIGHTSEDITOR

See Women, A5

In a C2l event, BC faculty members spoke about the leadership of women within the Church.

rBuyinoTgrtethenrnsdhp: ise
By Julia Wilson
Heights Editor

As students work to maintain solid
GPAs and stay involvedin extracurricular
activities, some, especially juniors and
seniors, are also searchingfor worthwhile
summer internships.
Some students choose to utilize the
Boston College Career Center's free
services, like resume critiques, mock

interviews, andthe internship databases.
Others may opt to conduct the search on
theirown. A smallerstudentpopulation,
however, may choose to pay independent companies to secure internships
for them.
As reported in the Dec. 26 issue
of Newsweek, a new trend has gained
momentum in the internship industry
- families hiringindependentcompanies
to secure internships for their children.

.

The Scene
Candace Bushnell
and Brooke
Shields discuss
Lipstick Jungle
C6-7

Companies like the University ofDreams
charge anywhere from $5,000 to $8,000

for their services.
It may seem worthit to some, since the
University of Dream's Web site reports
that in their seven years running, 99 percent of enrolled participants have been
successfully placed in an internship in
the field of their choice. Whether in New

See Internships, A4
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News & Notes

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST
Snow Likely
28°

Chance of
Snow

24°

Rain Likely
29°
34°
Chance of
Snow
20°
SOURCE: NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
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UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

Battle over illegal downloading
on campuses takes a new twist

DFuetblaonmdfwVtsiderbl ivision

- Colleges could soon feel the
financial burden of a new Congressional initiative to
impose stricter enforcementofInternetcopyright laws
on collegecampuses. Section 494 of the HigherEducation Act, a new amendment to a bill submittedby the
House of Representatives, would require colleges to
provide legal alternatives to Internet downloadingand
take steps to prevent it. Wendy Wigen, apolicy analyst
working for EDUCAUSE, a technology-educationinterest group, said, "There's enoughlegal alternatives
[to downloading] available out on the open Web now
commercial alternatives
that we don't feel the

(U-WIRE) BOSTON

TheFulton Debating Society won thenovice division
at the University of Miami Tournamentin Coral Gables,
Fla. Michael Stork, A&S TO, and Kevin Walton, A&S
'10, competed for Boston College. Stork and Walton
also won individual speaking awards. Other teams
competing in the tournament were from JamesMadison
University, the University of Florida, the University of
Georgia, andVanderbilt University. The BC team will
next travel to BinghamtonUniversity to compete in the
qualifying round for the NationalDebate Tournament.
Stork andWaltonalso won their division in thePatriot
Debate Tournament at George Mason University in

?

?

university's need to be in

The sights and sounds of Mardi Gras filled
New Orleans once again this year, despite scattered and sporadic violence that served as a
reminder ofthe city's continuing struggle against
crime. The festival has always served as a celebrationof the city's unique culture and eclectic
heritage, and has come to serve as a symbol of
the populace'srecovery afterHurricaneKatrina
flooded most of the city. Several incidents of
shootings were reported in the days leading up
to the festival, but authoritiessaidthatthe violence was not directedtowardtherevelers. "The
violence that happens along the parade routes
here and in the city [is] not surrounding parades,
it's not surrounding parade goers," Sgt. Joe
Narcisse of the New Orleans Police Department
told reporters. He said that most of theviolence
is related to drugs or personalgrudges.

NATIONAL

that business."

January.

Students at colleges with poor graduation rates
be at risk for losing their loans, as a result of a
new policyadoptedby Sallie Mac, the largest studentloan company in the nation. Sallie Mac is currently
experiencing financialdifficulties. "SallieMachas lent
too much money to students who have gone to schools
withoutvery good graduationrecords," Albert L. Lord,
Sallie Mac's chief executive, told reporters. The company has also decided to stop making private loans to
students with below-prime credit ratings. Lord also
told reporters that students attending colleges with
consistently low graduation rates are responsible for
more than 60 percent of the lender's credit losses.

LOCAL

Prestigious Andover high school
receives record donation

.

HoneyI,'hmfobaeck rom

adtnhefraud
daeofsupectd

BUDAPEST (Reuters)
A Hungarian man who was
reported dead by his wife in 2001 has been detained in
theCzech Republic and is suspected offraud, Hungarian
police said. In acase reminiscent ofthe British canoeist
who "returned from the dead" five years after he went
missing, the man'swife saidhe haddrownedwhilewindsurfing on holiday in Greece. His body was never found
anda Hungarian court declaredhimlegally deadin 2003.
The man hadtaken out severallife insurance policies in
2000, worth more than 200 million forints ($1.15 million), andhe also bought travel insurance before going
to Greece, Hungarian police said in a statement.
?

ANDOVER, Mass. (AP) - An alumnus has donated $25

million to Phillips Academy in Andover
the largest
donationin the high school's250-year history. The private
school onWednesday announcedthe giftfromOscar Tang,
a private investor in New York and the president of the
school's board of trustees. Tang's donation willbe used
for several projects, including to support a plan to admit
qualifiedstudents regardless of their abilityto pay and to
expandthe AddisonGalleryofAmericanArt. Tanggraduated in 1956 from Phillips Academy, which also boasts
President Bush and hisfather among its alumni.
?
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news®

based on graduation rates

Dr. Belle Liang, associate professor of counseling
psychologywith the Lynch SchoolofEducation(LSOE),
was awarded the Many Faces ofCounseling Psychology award. The award is given by the International
Counseling psychology conference. She was one of 14
peopleto receive the award.The awardis given to both
individuals and groups, and recognizes both creative
and traditional approaches to the discipline. Liang
started the GenerationPulse project on campus severalyears ago. The project provided a forum for young
people affected by HurricaneKatrina. Both Liang and
doctoralstudent Maryam Jernigan will be recognized
at the conference in Chicago this March.
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Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
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McCain takes GOP lead,
Democrats fight on
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. John McCain
seized commandof the race for the Republicanpresidential nomination earlyWednesday, winning delegate-rich primaries from
the East Coast to California. Democratic
rivals Hillary Rodham Clinton and Barack
Obama traded victories in an epic struggle
with no end in sight. Clinton won Super
Tuesday's biggest state, California, in the
Democratic campaign Obama fashioned
victories inAlabamaandGeorgia...McCain's
own victory in the Republican race in the
Golden State dealt a crushing blow to his
closest pursuer, former Massachusetts Gov.
Mitt Romney. "We've won some of thebiggest
states in the country," McCain told cheering
supporters at a rally in Phoenix.

...

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese,Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction,

or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.
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Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

2/2/08 - 2/4/08
Saturday, Feb. 2
1:09 a.m. - Areport was filed regarding an intoxicatedunderageparty who was transported
to a medicalfacility.
10:43 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
injured party in Devlin Hall who was transported to a medicalfacility.

- A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance in Edmond's Hall.
2:26 p.m.

3:27 p.m. - A report was filed regarding an
injured party who was transported to a medical facility by ambulance.
7:31 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
suspended BC student who hadbeen banned
from campus by the ODSD and was observed
in violationofthat order.He was placed under
arrest and chargedwith trespassing.

derage intoxicatedparty who was transported
to a medicalfacility.
1:27a.m. - Areport was filed regarding two BC
students who were arrested by Boston Police
last week in separate incidents.
2:38 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
assist to the Brookline Police in the recovery
of some property.

5:55 p.m. - A report was filed regarding an
assist to the NewtonPolice with a pedestrian
who hadbeen struck by a motor vehicle. The
party was transported to a medical facility
via ambulance.

Monday, Feb. 4

"What super power would you
most like to have?"
"Telekinesis, move things with
my mind."

?Jennifer Mompoint,
A&S '08

"Power to transport

wouldn'tbe bad."
?Justin Kwai
A&S '10

12:47 a.m. - A report was filed in Roncalli
Hall regarding a suspicious person. The party
was located, identified, andissued a trespass
warning.

8:18 p.m. - A report was filed regarding the
confiscation of alcohol from three underage
parties in Cheverus Hall.

Sunday, Feb. 3

2:38

a.m.

- A report was filed regarding a

motor vehicle which was towedand found to

containcontraband. The ownerwas identified
and issued a trespass warning.
Source: The Boston College
Police Department
?

1:18 a.m. - A report was filed regardingan un-

"Fly."
?

Carl Frederique,

CSOM '11
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Outlet for student creativity found at the Press
Whiteman
For The Heights
By Molly

Arts Weekend happens only
what do all of
Boston College's poets, singers,
performers, and art enthusiasts
do for the other 29 weeks in the
once a year, so

year?

There used to be few, if any,
outlets for artistic expression
for BC students on a weekly,
informalbasis. But thanks to the
artistic endeavorsundertakenby
the French Press coffee shop, all
that seems to have changed.
The French Press coffee shop
is mere steps away from BC's
campus, and it has recently
become the unofficial home of
the BC art scene. The French
Press hosts Open Mic Night,
an evening when students can
showcase their poetry, prose,
and music.
The French Press is also now
home to original photography
and paintings from BC's own
fine arts majors. The informal
setting and close proximity to
campus make it a very convenient and comfortableplace for
students to gather and express
their creativity.
The Open Mic Night initiative was coordinated by Daniel
Esposito, A&S TO, Jon Barry,
BC '07, and James Outhay, the
manager of French Press. Open
Mic nights are publicized in
collaboration with different
student clubs and organizations
on campus.

So far, groups such as the
English Association, the GLBTQ
Leadership Council, and the
AHANA Leadership Council
have offered the use of their
listservs to help get theword out.
And as aresult, every Thursday
night at 7 p.m., French Press fills
with peoplelooking to get their
fix ofpoetry, prose, and acoustic
guitar.

The Open Mic Night was
introduced last semester to
give students an outletfor their
artistic works in a less formal
and more community-like atmosphere.
"Morethan anything, we want
to form a community. There are
people who will show up who
have been here every week and
who will hang around and just
talkaboutwhat they heardor try
something out that they wrote
while they were here," Esposito
said.
And the idea of community
that Open Mic Night promotes
seems to be taking hold.
"A couple times we've had
people just standing in the back
because there's nowhere to sit,"
Esposito said.
The fact that there is no relaxed setting on campus where
students can share their work
with each other is perhaps why
French Press's Open Mic has
become so popular.
Reading a poem or playing
acoustic guitar in a vast theater
like Robsham might feel slightly
overwhelming when compared

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Students gather at French Press Coffee on
to the single microphone in the

comfortable, but still public
atmosphere of a small coffee

shop.
"The relaxed setting creates
such a great dialogue between
artists. It makes Open Micakind
of live performing workshop,"
said Skye Shirley, a contributor
and constant presence at the

Commonweath Aye. for quietstudy days on

Open Mic Nights and A&S TO.
Outhay also enjoys the dia-

logue that Open Mic Night has
createdbetweentheFrench Press
as a small business and the student body ofBC.
"You need small businesses
like these to be incorporated
into the community, especially
with the people who want to be

Sunday mornings andfor artistic performances on Thursday nights.

heard," Outhay said. "We don't
take stands on anything, we're
just giving the people a forum
because that's what they are
asking for."
Outhay has also provided a
forum for fine arts majors, who,
this past Saturday, put up some
of their original paintings and
photos in his coffee shop.

"I've seen so many new faces;
new talent has come out of the
woodwork," Shirley said.
And thanks to the frequency
of Open Mic Night and other
art-related events at French
Press, painters, poets, and musicians at BC have found a reliable
place to build a thriving artistic
community."

'Take a Student to Work Day' no longer just for kids
FBTMCoicyhnJarelkHeights
The classroom is the place
where students gain a majority
of theiracademic experienceat
Boston College. The classroom,
however, is just that - a classroom. So how are students to
learnabout what theirintended
career entails?
Luckily for BC undergraduates, The Council of Women for
BostonCollege(CWBC) andthe
Student Advisory Board (SAB)
have an answer, the "Take a Student to Work Day" program.
Looking to further their
involvement in the undergraduate population of BC, the
CWBC turned to the students
for ideas.
The SAB, recognizing the
limitations of the classroom,
devised the concept of "take
a student to work day." This
program is designed to put
students right into the heart of

their intendedcareers. As aparif it is deemed effective, more
ticipant, an undergrad shadows willbe added. BC boastsalumni
a BC alumni for a day at one of likeLinda Dunne, BC '84 at the
Boston's many business hubs. State Street Corporation,Jenny
Theiss, BC
Students vis'06, at Goldit in groups of
four.Thisfosman Sachs,
"It was the day
ters a sense
and Nancy
the stock market had
O'Donnell,
of intimacy
dropped and being on
between the
BC '81, at
Rackemann,
alumni host
the trading and sales
and the stuSawyer &
was intense. This
dents chosen
Brewster.
to shadow
So far,
program allows you to
them.
the Take a
see exactly how the job
The proStudent to
gram is a
Work Day
is.
program has
sort of"day
in the life,"
made two
Sarah McCormack,
said Alison
venture s:
CSOM '10
Finck, CSOM
one to State
'08. As chair
Street and
of the SAB,
the other to
Finck was a drivingforce behind Goldman Sachs, each with four
the new initiative.
BC undergrads. The third trip,
As a pilot program, Take a to take place on Feb. 13, will
Student to Work Day only inbe to Rackemann, Sawyer &
volvesthree companies, though Brewster.

after

floor

?

When asked about the benefits of "Take a student to work
Day" Finck said, "The main
idea was to give some real life
experience; to find out what
[students] are or aren't interested in. Where you start off
professionallyisn'twhere you're
going to end up." She added
that the programallows BC students to feel more comfortable
being around BC graduates.
"It was definitelyworthwhile,
it's an experienceyou don't get
in the classroom," said Sarah
McCormack, CSOM TO. As a
finance and marketing major,
McCormack attendedthe GoldmanSachs session and was very
pleased about her experience
there.
"It was the day after the
stock market had dropped and
being on the trading and sales
floor was intense," McCormack
said of her time there. "This
program allows you to see exactly how the job is."

McCormack saidthat she interacted with people in various
jobswithin the corporation.
"Six of the nine people I
talked to were BC alumni," McCormack said.
McCormack expressed appreciation for the small group
as well. "The best part was the
groupoffour, we got to sit down
andtalk to people. It was a very
personal experience," McCormack said.
With Take a Student to Work
Day being a new program and
still in the pilot stages, assessments must be made of the sessions. Both the undergraduate
students and their hosts fill
out evaluations based on their
experience.

"Overall I would say [the
sessions] were very successful,"
said Mary Lou DeLong, vice
president of the CWBC and one
of its founding members. DcLong said that the evaluations
would be used to determine

where to go with the program.
As some may know, BC was
formerly an all-male institution,
DeLong said. Up until recently,
the male alumni outweighed
their female counterparts. Yet
as the ratios evened out, culminating in a 50-50 split at the
2006 commencement, University President Rev. William P.
Leahy, S.J. wanted the female
alums more involved in the BC
community, she said.
And so the CWBC was
formed in December 2002.
"BC alum want to reach out
to do anything for students,"
Finck said.
The CWBC is a volunteer
group that demands the time,
experience, and finances of
female BC graduates.
The purpose of the CWBC,
DeLong said, is "toincrease the
involvement, the engagement,
and the leadership of female
graduates.""

A different take on students' study-abroad experiences
By Amy Chow

For The Heights
"Abroad-erEducation:Leaving the Country and Learning

More" was this year's first lecture in the monthlyAgape Latte
series held in Hillside Cafe. On
Tuesday night, professorFrancis
Kilcoyne ofthe theologydepartment discussed the cultural,
societal, and political differences that students encounter
when theyvisit another country,
and stressed an understanding
of educationaltravel that goes
beyond "cultural tourism."
Kilcoyne stayed within the
context of the Agape Latte
series by integrating the importance of studying abroad and
spiritual discussions.
He incorporateda slideshow
that depicted archaeological
expeditions that he has been
involved in, including pictures
of excavations.
His group discovered an Assyrian conquest site where they
uncovered most of the skeleton
of a woman.
Kilcoyne said ofthe moment,
"It is a sort of privilege moment where someone long ago
is reaching out to you."
This spiritual experience
was a defining moment of his
life because "[the discovery]
gave me more vivid terms of
the description of the Assyrian
conquest in 604 B.C mentioned
in the Bible that left the village
in acres and acres of ashes and
bones," he said.
It is these unique opportunities abroad that make traveling
more than cultural tourism.
"Anexampleofcultural tour-

ism," Kilcoyne said, "is American students finding a local
McDonald's and spending $60
on hamburgers. This is not expanding horizons, I think it is
just dietary cowardice."
Scan Silbert, A&S TO, ex-

for the Office of International
Programs (OIP).
"It is easy to lump together
a

continent," Nichols said. "It

is neat to have an Argentinean
professor. It lets you gain an

in-depth understanding of the
Latin American culture and
pandedupon Kilcoyne's point.
"I think a lot of people do learn from a different perspec[cultural tourism], specificallyif tive."
When Kilcoyne traveled to
you go to a country to drink. If I
wantedto go get cheap drinks, I Morocco, he recalled a movmight as well go on vacation. It's ing experience where he saw
" a woman
called study
abroad for a
dressed in
"Ihere's something
rags with a
reason," Silbert said.
everyone. It is what you screaming
Having
child in her
make it. Everyone
arms, who
traveled extensively to should take that risk and looked 20
countries
years older
it can only be a positive than his 90including
Greece, Moexperience, because BC -year-old
rocco, Israel,
grandmothwill always be waiting er."
and Mexico,
Kilcoyne drew
He could
you when you come
not sleep for
upon his eyeback:'
three nights
opening experiences to
and it was
Nhu Huynh
reiterate the
this "vivid,
A&S '08
decontextuimportance
of studying
alized expeabroad.
rience" that
Kilcoyne's experiences in enabledhim to have a more inIsrael gave him greater insight depth understanding of social
into the Middle East conflict problems such as poverty.
because he was able to see it
"Having academic experifrom a different perspective as ence outside [Boston College],
a result of his immersion in the
you can meet people from difculture.
ferent countries, different areas
"The information I gained they have always wanted to go,
was [what] we Americans find
and having a global awareness
difficult to grasp while reading is definitely an asset," said
the front page of The New York Margaret Ramirez, manager of
resources and events in the OfTimes," saidKilcoyne.
Paige Nichols, A&S '08, fice ofInternationalPrograms.
studiedabroad in Argentina and
"Welive in a diversifiedcounis currently a student advisor try and Ithink it is important for

for

of

for

?

students to learnabout different
cultures and become more mature and understanding."
Kilcoyne alsobrought forth a
newperspective on a widelyheld
Americanbelief.
"We as Americans, I like to
suggest, have experienced two
Copernican revolutions: 9/11
and the war in Iraq. By Copernican revolutionI mean the view
that the world does not revolve
around us," Kilcoyne said.
"The presumption that we
are in the center of the universe is unhealthy and cripples
how we relate to the rest of the
world."
Nhu Huynh, A&S '08, studied abroad for a full year in Oxford, England, and is currently
an OIP student advisor. She
described her time abroad as
one which allowed her to view
her own national identity in the
broader context of the world.
"Life abroad is different,"
Huynh said. "Things are different, but it's great because I was
aware ofhow the English think
of us and I had to be able to
respond accordingly. I lived on
campus [at University ofOxford]
and a lot of students wanted to
know our politics. It's interesting learning about their system
and comparing [the two]."
Nichols also emphasized the
advantages of experiencing different cultures, and said that
students had nothing to lose by
trying it.
"Going abroad adds a new
dimension, a new experience.
After being abroad, I realized
the experience is so fun and I
knew I had friends coming back,"
Nichols said. "So in the end, why

not go abroad?"

orities vary? What does this say

Hunyh said while that she
enjoyed her experience abroad,
it was helpful to know that she
would be returning to BC at its
end.
"There's something for everyone. It is what you make of it,"
Hunyh said.
"Everyone should take that
risk and it can only be a positive experience,becauseBC will
always be waiting for you when
you come back," she said.
Lastly,Kilcoyne stressedthe
importance of informed reflection after studying abroad.
In response to a question
regarding an example of an
optimal informed reflection,
Kilcoyne answered, "How do you
understand the culture? What
are the values? How do the pri-

about understandingyourself?"
Silbert said that Kilcoyne's
suggestion that students use
their study-abroad experience
as an opportunity for greater
understanding of both themselves and the world made an
impression on him.
"I thought [the lecture] was
enlightening. It gave me a perspective on studying abroad
that I never thought of before,"
Silbert said. "I never thought
about it in a spiritual way."
Kilcoyne said the key to
studying abroad is active par-
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ticipation.
"Everytrip you go on you cannot be passive," Kilcoyne said.
"Youhave to be engaged.""
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UGBC hopes for Off-campus homes a fire hazard
increase in votes
Fire, from Al

Election, from Al

that will lead to some more creative campaigns, Christophersaid.
She said that a great variety of
groups on campus are represented
by the candidates, from orientation leadersto resident assistants,
to a wide array ofcultural groups
and even different undergraduate
schools. "I love it whencandidates
have fun with it and use really
creative ways to get attention,"
Christopher said. "I don't want
this to be a campaign of ratting
people outto get an edge."
Christophersaid thatthe elections committee frequently gets
complaints from campaign staffers about other teams breaking
campaign rules, including illegal
use of mass e-mailing to the BC
community or knocking on student
doorspast 10 p.m. WhileChristopheracknowledges thattheserules
are important and the elections
committee should definitely be
notified of any infringements of
these guidelines, she is also hopeful that this year's candidates will
not stoop to illegal activity to get
ahead. She said is lookingforward
to afun, fair campaigning season.
The upcoming 2008 presidential electionalso puts the UGBC
elections in a more interesting
situation. With studentsbecoming
more and more politically aware
and engaged, Christopher saidshe
is hoping that some of the excitement will rub off on the campaigning at BC. Onestudent in particular, Kyle Greenleaf, LSOE '10, has
takenthis issue into his own hands

by spearheadingaRock the Votetype group on campus called BC
Votes. His mission is to raise the
level of student voter turnout by
advocating the importance of the
student voice on campus. In last
year's election, Christopher said,
23 percent of the undergraduate
studentbody voted in the primary,
and 27 percent voted in thefinals.
These small numbers are a trend
at many college campuses, Christopher said, butwhen the election
committee compared BC's voter
turnout to other Boston schools
such as BU and Harvard, BC fell
short.
"We're a school known for
student involvement,"Christopher
said. "We shouldn't have such a
low voter turnout." In an effort
to increase student engagement
in this year's campaigning, the
election committee rearranged
the debateschedule in hopes of a
higher student attendance. This
year's first primary debate will be
heldon Sunday at 4 p.m. in Gasson
305 and willbe runby the election
committee.Immediatelyfollowing
this debate, the AHANA Leadership Council's debate will be held
at the same location. Christopher
said the committee hopes that
combining these debates into one
night will encourage people to
come for one and stay for both.
AllBC students are encouraged
to attendthe debate on Sundayto
learn more about the candidates.
Candidate platforms can also be
found online through the election
committee'sweb site, which will
also provide links to each of the

offfor hours and nobodynoticed."
She does not know the exact
cause ofthe smoke, but says the
neighbors eventually called the
fire department.
Waldo said her apartmenthas
been inspected a few times and,
"we wouldcall our property manager if there were problems."
Some other off-campus students said thattheyexperienced
even greater difficulties when
they tried to resolve fire safety
issues.

Laura Ting, A&S '08, lived in
2000 Commonwealth Aye. and
had a fire scare.
Ting was microwaving a potato in a disposableZiploc containerwhen suddenly, the potato

fire-code violationandasks that
it be fixed at once. We would
then follow up after a couple of
days."
One of the main problems is
that students do not file complaints or make concerns known
regarding the safety of their
homes.
Other times students are
careless when it comes to protecting their homes against fires
because they do not realize the
seriousness of certain violations.

Some violations are very
and become a life-safety

severe

issue.

Macdonald said that in such
they could order
the immediateclosingof a building. Serious violations may not
be discoveredif residents do not
take action.
Reporting a fire-safety concern may be much easier than
many students think. Donald
Wood is a fire safety officer for
Boston College and said, "One
of my responsibilities is to be
the liaison to the local fire departments. As such, I have a
responsibility to inform these
departments of any issues that
I am made aware of regarding
off-campus housing safety violations."
This fact is clear as Wood
said, "Quite honestly, in my
seven years working for Boston
College I have not had a complaintmade to me." There seems
to be a missing link considering
that many students who live off
campus live in fire-prone envisevere cases,

caught on fire. The fire grew
quickly and soon most of the
microwave was in flames. "The
alarm went off and nothing happened. Nobody came, nobody
made me leave," Ting said.
She said this was a common
occurrence at 2000 CommonwealthAye. and that often when
smoke detectors or fire alarms
went off, there was little or no
response on behalf of either
residents or management.
Finally, Ting was able to calm
the fire and extinguish it.
Macdonald said that many
code violations are discovered
after residents complain.
"When we find a code violation or someone lets us know of
what may be a code violation,
we investigate," he said. "If we
found a violation we would issue an abatement order. This is
ronments.
a legal document made out to
The people whose job it is
the building owner. It states the to resolve fire-safety issues are

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Students oftenfail to report fire hazards in and around their apartments.
not aware of any problems. The
and mechanisms to
address these safety issues exist,

resources

of setting up a schedule of
inspections for the properties

but often go unutilized.
The administration is working to addressthis breakdown in

that BC manages that house
students. This
process has not yet been completed," Wood said. \u25a0

cess

our off-campus

communication.
"We are currently in the pro-

Students pay big bucks for chance at big internships
Internships, from Al
York, San Francisco, or Costa
Rica, the University of Dreams
promises to take care of room,
board, and transportationfor the
studentwhile interning, as well as
a professionally revised resume
and interview coaching.
Tobe eligible, a student must
have a GPA of 2.5 or higher,
be at least 18 years old, and be
enrolled full-time in either a
four-year university or a foreign

equivalent.
Despite the perks of hiring
a company like University of
Dreams, most students opt to
search for an internship on their
own, a far less expensive alternative. "That's a lot of money
[to pay for an internship]. I'd
prefer to use other connections
and earn my spot at the top,"
said Christie Hegermiller, an

environmental geosciencesmajor
and A&S '11.
Hegermiller has two internships planned for the upcoming
summer, one at the New York
State Department of Environmental conversation, and the
other as a field researcher with a
professor at Hofstra University.
Hegermiller secured these
internships without the help
of an outside company like the
University ofDreams.
Annie Filer, a political science major andA&S '09, doesn't
consider the services offered by
a company like the University of
Dreams to be criticalfor certain
students. "Internships for what
I'm interested in are not as
competitive as internships that
are criticalfor the future careers
for students ofother majors, like
CSOM students," Filer said.Filer
is an intern at the Massachusetts

you start spending thousands of
dollars through other compa-

jobs. Harrigan described these
alumni as "internal advocates"
in some companies, making sure
that certain resumes get in front
of the right person.

(UCAN).

nies," Harrigan said.
BC recently hosted an internship fair where students were
invited to meet representatives
from companies looking for
interns. The Career Center also
offers drop-in appointments to
the internship office Monday
through Friday from 1 to 4 p.m.
During the 20-minute appointment, students are shown how
to use the internshiplistings and
other resources.
For students looking for internships in cities outside of
Boston, the Career Center offers
a program calledCareer Search,
an internship database organized

In additionto these databases,
BC has contact information for
companiesto help students make
valuableconnections. "Check out
what you can get from us before

geographically.
BC also has an alumni career
networkwith a group ofBC graduates willingto help undergraduates as well as other alumnifind

Democratic Party.
Theresa Harrigan, director
of the BC Career Center, recommends networking and using the
Career Center's resources as an
alternative to using a company
like the University of Dreams
when looking for an internship.
"We [at the Career Center]
would never recommend that a
student pay to get an internship.
Before there is an assumption
that it's difficultto get an internship, students should check out
our internship listings," Harrigan
said. BC is part of two consortia
with other schools across the
nation, EagleLink and the University Career Action Network

Althoughinternshiphopefuls
still utilizethe formal application
procedures, Harrigan described
this type of networking as a "very
strong, positive, and proactive
way to find jobs and internships
after graduation."
Similar to the competitiveness
students feel when searching for
internships is the pressure students feel when confronted with
the college admissions process.
Most students use the college
counseling services at their high
schools. Others turn to outside
counselors or companies for help
in mastering the college admissions game. One such consulting
service is The Ivy Coach.
On the Web site www.theivy-

coach.com, The Ivy Coach is
advertised as "an independent
college admissions consulting
practice committed to helping students gain admission to
boarding/prep schools, colleges
and universities, or graduate
schools." An impressive statistic
is prominently displayed at the
top of the page: In the last 15
years, 100 percent of students
counseledby The Ivy Coach were
accepted to one of their top three
choices, and 93 percent were accepted to their first choice.
The price tagfor the consulting service was not listed on the
page, although 10-, 20-, and
unlimited-hours packages were
advertised. BC, among universities like MIT and Duke, was
listed as one of the colleges to
which The Ivy Coach's students
have been admitted in the last
five years. \u25a0

Students join in protest against violence in Colombia
Protest, from Al
world in only a month.
Since its inception in 1964,
the FARC has been linked to the
deaths of over 30,000 civilians
and is currently holding 750
hostages in inhumane conditions, including three U.S. citizens. Protestors in front of City
Hall demanded that the FARC
"take responsibility" for what it
has done and emphasized the

need for true "democracy" in
Colombia.
"We vow to defend life, the
truth, and peace," said Rafael
Acosta,coordinatoroftheBoston
chapter of I Am Colombia. "We
are against the violence of the
FARC, andit's time [they] listen
to our voices."
Protestors both young and
old cheered and applauded as
Acosta spoke of the potentialfor
a Colombia "without the FARC."

Somber Colombian songs played
in between speeches and some
gatheredtosing anddance. Signs
waved to remind demonstrators
that Americans are also victims
of the FARC.
"That's what's so beautiful
about the culture," said Lorena
Lopera, A&S '08, a Colombian
native who joinedin the rally on
Monday. "There are no generationalboundaries."
After a minute of silence to

honortheFARC's victims, Acosta
stopped to thank those at the
protest who were not Colombian
for joining in the "solidarity of
the cause."
Alex Lozano, CSOM '08,
agreed. "I'm here to support
the Colombian government and
President Uribe," he said. "We
need to show the international
community that we are against
the FARC if we want to spark an
intervention."

PHOTO COURTESY OF KALYN BELSHA

Bostonians participatedMonday in a national protest againstRevolutionary Armed Forces ofColombia that have left Colombia ravagedby violence.

Today, the FARC are most
notably connected with drug
trafficking, kidnappings, and
mass violence in Colombia, but
the group has long ceased to be
considered "revolutionary," said
Sarah Beckjord, a professor in
the Hispanic studies department
atBC.
Beckjord, who worked as a
journalist in Colombia during
the country's political turmoil
in the '80s, says that the FARC
initiallyformedin the wake of an
extended conflict that began in
thelate '40s, known now as "The
Violence."
In hopes of ending conflict,
liberalsandconservativesformed
the National Front in 1966 to
jointlygovern Colombia.
Overthe next 16 years, control
ofthepresidencyalternatedevery
four years between the two parties. Every time power changed
hands, jobs were at stake, which
only led to more violence.
At the same time, land ownership was being consolidated.
The FARC was the "militaryarm
of the Communist party," while
aroundthe same time otherparamilitary forces unitedas "private
vigilantes" to protect stakes in
privateproperty, Beckjord said.
"The Colombian government
has not had a strong state for
many years," she said. "And it's
hard in international terms to
portray the conflict."
Over the last 10 years, Beckjord said, increased military
pressure has led the FARC to
respond by taking more hostages,
many of whom are high-profile
democraticprogressives who are
trying to solve the very problem
the FARC makes thema part of.

But standing up to theFARC is a
"delicateinternationalsituation"
becausethe group controls "huge
swaths ofterritory" in Colombia,
leavingmany lives at stake, Beckjord said.
The internationalmovement
on Mondayraised some criticism
on this front, as many thought
that hostages still imprisoned
by the FARC could be endangered by the voices of protest.
Others expressed concerns that
the protest had been backed by
the Colombian government and
paramilitary forces, Beckjord
said.Many Colombianswanted to
protest not just the FARC, but all
forms ofviolence in the country.
Violence is so much a part
of the Colombian tradition that
professional violentologos study
the history and implications of
the country's deep-seeded conflicts. Beckjord said that there
hasbeen much confusion abroad
about the issues of violence in
Colombia, which has very painful
for Colombians. One of the goals
ofthe internationalprotest was to
correct misunderstandings about
the current state, and it is a big
step in the current government's
ability to articulate its problems,
she said.
Lopera and many other Colombians praise President Uribe
for standing strong on his platform against the FARC. Now,
Beckjord said, Colombia needs
to "reestablishits integrity"with
a justice system that will hold
wrong-doers accountable and
protect recently created democratic processes.

"It's important to get things
right so the circle of violence
doesn't continue," she said. \u25a0
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Off-campus committee calls for policy clarification
Off-campus, from Al
"We doubt that studentbehavior

couldhavedecreasedso dramatically in one year," Scanlon said,
"so we can only attribute it to a
heightenedpolice presence."
The report also includes detads from a ride-along Scanlon
andKarl went on with the BPD,
as well as testimonies from students and neighbors in theBrighton area.
"A communication gap definitely exists between our community and theirs," Scanlonsaid.
"Butit'sreallyall one community

- we all face the same problems
ofrobbery or other crimes. These
problems affect everyone; it's not
us versus them."
This report, the committee
hopes, will get students and administrators talking about ways
to clarify off-campus policies and
fine-tune them to best serve the

other. "The same support system
is neededwithMontgomery, who

needs of the entire community,
The committee would alsolike
students and neighbors alike.
to seean off-campus orientation
Karl saidthe intent in writing held at the beginning of sophothe report was not to blame the more year when most students
administrationbut rather direct sign their leases.
focus to the issues identified
Other recommendations
through their research. He credlargely revolved around the auited Judy Robinson, assistant thority and job description of
dean ofthe Office ofthe Deanfor Montgomery,known among stuStudent Development (ODSD), dents as the "off-campus R.A."
with creating the Off-Campus The committee calledfor elaboStudent Council, which has proration of off-campus University
vided students with a source of sanctions to promote consistency
in their enforcement. To ensure
important information.
"Weneed to talkabout things greater accountabilityfor Montearly on, like robberies, signing gomery's role, the committee also
leases, being a good neighbor suggested theestablishmentofan
- things that aren't necessar- official complaint system within
ilybehavior-relatedbut are still the ODSD and videotaping of
important for students living Montgomery's encounters with
off campus to know," Karl said. students.
Among the several suggestions
"Right now, it's Steve's word
made in the report is an increase versus yours," Scanlon said.
in BCPD presence off campus to Karl pointed out that resident
prevent break-ins that so often assistants do rounds in pairs to
plague off-campus residents.
increase accountability for each

tern, Karl said it was important
for students to be able to voice

Issues were also raised surrounding the basic student misconcerns
currently
conceptions of what Montgomshows up
about ery's job actually entails and
"A communication gap
alonemost
receivwhere he derives his authority.
of the
unfair
The committee hopes to ading
definitely exists between
time," he
treatment. dress some of these concerns
our community and
said. Vid"Right and push for a clarification of
eotaping,
now, evMontgomery's duties.
theirs, but it's really all
Karl said,
erything
Scanlon and Karl gave the
one community we all
would alMontgomexample of Montgomery act-levi at c
ery reports ing more like a "liaison" than
the same problems
mistrust
is handled someone issuing punishment.
robbery or other crimes.
by ODSD, This was the basis for another
between
These problems
which recommendation, which would
students
and Montdoesn't exempt students from liabilityif
everyone; it's not us versus
gomery.
make they contacted Montgomery to
them.
sense
help thembreak up a party that
He added
since his
that this
has spun out ofcontrol.
is a stratposition is
The report also addresses
Scan Scanlon,
not under the need for University alerts by
egy long
A&S '08
in place
ODSD [it e-mail to off-campus residents
is within regardingrobbery and assault in
among
police
the Office the neighborhood.
forces.
ofGovernmentalandCommunity
The document is availablefor
downloadon theUGBC Web site,
Regarding a complaint sys- Affairs]," he said.

-
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Women serve as role models despite under-representation
Women, from Al
associate directorfor the center
for Christian-Jewish learning.
These speakers represented a
diverse field of views from the
Christian and Jewish faiths,
reflecting on the role of the

"All four gospels portray
Mary Magdalene as one of the
first witnesses to the resurrection She is given the mission
to preach the gospel," Cahill

...

said. She addedthatthe reason
that Magdalene is

...

Rabbi. She spoke on the glaring
lack of strongwomen role models in the Jewish tradition.
Langer saidthat even though
there is onlymarginal evidence
of women leaders in Jewish
tradition,
current

fiction grounding theirwork
in significant research, but often elaborating on a tiny, tiny
handful of clues," Langer said.
She pointed to Rashi's
Daughters, a series of novels,
as an exampleofhistorical fiction that takes availablefact
and expands upon it to create
strong women leaderswho can
serve as an example to which all
modern women can aspire.
Langer pointed out that
although these women are fictional, their basis in historical
fact allows the reader to surmise thatthese types of women
did exist.
Copelandthen gave a reflection on Catherine of Siennaand
the degree of influence Catherine has had on her own life.
Copeland said she was inspiredby Catherine'sprophetic
mission ofreformand her great
public works, including the
resolution of the great schism
within the Catholic Church.
"Sheworked to broker peace
betweenthe warring city states

"We as a community end
up building imaginatively
on thefew clues that
are preserved in history
to construct modelsfor
ourselves"

scholars
can use
bers of the Judaeo-Christian
tradition.
to St. Paul
wh at is
known to
Cahill began the night by in church
construct
reflecting on Mary Magdalene, traditionis
historia historical figure not very because of
well understood in the modern her womcal ficanhood.
tion with
church.
Cahill said that Mary MagNevstrong role
dalene is portrayed in much ertheless,
models.
of later Christian tradition as Cahill said
"We as a
Ruth Langer,
communinothing more than a reformed she hopes
Associate Director for
prostitute and as the one who thatothers
ty end up
Learning
Christian-Jewish
building
washed the feet of Jesus.
can spread
Cahill said that Mary Magthe truth
imaginatively on
dalene was defined by much about
more than her sexuality.
Mary Magdalene so she can the few cluesthat arepreserved
She saidthat Magdalenewas be looked upon as a role model in history to construct models
given a role in the church as an for women as leaders of the for ourselves, and this active
construction is precisely what
"apostleof the apostles," which church.
a few female novelists have
Presenting on theJewish trawas the same apostolic level as
St. Paul.
dition was Langer, an ordained been doing, writing historical
most prominent women mem-

never seen
as equal

?
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of Italy and persuaded Pope
Gregory XI to leave Avignon
andreturn toRome," Copeland
said. Copeland demonstrated
through the example of Catherine ofSienna thatwomen can
beboth religious and politically
powerful and should serve as
role modelsfor women today.
DeLeeuw spoke next and
chose to discuss Mother Julian
of Norwich. She drew inspiration from the profound impact
that Mother Julian had on the
world despitebeing an anchoress. The majority of scholarship
on Mother Julian comes from
"The Showings," her book of
revelations. "Theyare remarkable in their color and detail,"
DeLeeuw said.
DeLeeuw demonstratedthat
even though a woman may
be a recluse, as in the case of
Mother Julian, she can still
have an enormous impact on
theworld.
The final speaker was professorColleen Griffith, whopresented on Evelyn Underhill.

...
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THE BURRITO HAS LANDED.
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MEXICAN GRILL

Griffith emphasized Underbill's focus on "practical mysticism" as a point of particular
admiration.She said, "Underbill de-mythologizesmysticism
She puts us in touch with
historical mystics from the
Christian Tradition and then
invites us to the practice of it
[mysticism] ourselves."
Griffith focused on Underbill's ability to infuse everyday
life with mystic prayer and her
encouragement of everyone to
pray in a style that fits them
best.
She concluded with Underbill's practical advice: "If not
the renunciation ofthe cloister,
then at least the virtues of the
golf course."
After the presentations,
those in attendance were invited to reflect on the speakers
and sharetheir own experiences
withspiritual women who have
served as role models in their
lives. \u25a0
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"There are limits to self-indulgence, none to restraint."

Off-campus behavior
is an embarrassment

?

Ghandi

THE ISSUE: Unacceptable behavior plagues neighborhood
WHAT WE THINK: Actions don't represent student body
Three incidents. Three disgraceful ernment of Boston College Senate
incidents. You've probably heard that committee has released a report on
it only takes one rotten apple to spoil off-campus policies and trends. Stuthe barrel. Never has this been more dents should all read it to familiarize
applicable than to a string of recent themselves with their off-campus
off-campus incidents that has left rights and some of the protocols in
Boston College students in poorfavor place. But be aware that, despite the
with Brighton residents.
cited decrease inoff-campus incidents
A womanhaving obscene, racial epi- this year, these three recent incidents
thets yelled at her by drunken students still weigh heavily in the minds of the
on a weekendnight. Another neighbor community. We shouldn't have to be
having arecycling bin thrownthrough a portrayed as drunken vandals.
window. A Community Assisted Patrol
The administration has taken an
van getting "f you" keyed into it, active interest in hearing students'
concerns regardcosting thousands of
dollars torepair.
ing off-campus life.
Future off-campus
perpetrators
The
for Student
residents will get cooler Deans
Development Paul
of these inexcusable
and more
incidents? Almost
Chebator and Judy
welcomes
their
Robinson, Vice
certainly students.
And to these stuPresident for Stuneighbors due to a
dents, we ask: What
dent Affairs Sheilah
heightened atmosphere Horton,
were you thinking?
andDirector
distrust. And
of Community AfAt a time when
student-neighbor
neighbors will continue fairs Bill Mills invite
are
a
relations
at
to discuss
- and perhaps rightly so students
pivotal crossroads
these issues with
- to believe in the "bad them. All students
and BC looks to garner communityfavor
are encouraged to
student" myth.
for the passing ofits
jointhe off-campus
Plan,
good
student
behavior
council,
Master
student
which focuses on
is critical. We cannot possibly expect identifying the many sources offrusto win the trust and respect of the tration off campus. Though you may
neighborhood if a select few continue rest assured that administrators are
to act so irresponsibly andbring down doing their best to improve landlord
accountability and student advocacy
the reputation ofthe rest of us.
students
evena
them
When
few of
for off-campus residents, personally
- bring vandalism and disrespect to getting involved is thebest wayto enthe community, it affects everyone. sure your concerns are heard.
Students and administrators who are
We know that the majority of stuactively looking to show theneighbors dents would not have behaved in the
thatBC students arecaring, committed way this group of students did. But
individuals see theirwork beginning to frankly, it shocks us that incidents
unravel. Future off-campus residents like these would happen - and on
will get cooler and more standoffish three separate occasions, no less. As
welcomes from their neighbors due to students, our reputation is only as
a heightened atmosphere of distrust. good as the worst incident offcampus.
And neighbors will continue - and For that reason, students must police
perhaps rightly so - to beheve in the themselves and their friends to make
sure these embarrassing incidents
"bad student" myth.
An Undergraduate Student Gov- don't repeat themselves.
?

standoffish
from
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Keep UGBC election
clean and fair
THE ISSUE: Campaigns penalized before even starting
WHAT WE THINK: Let students decide on merits, not ads
With the Undergraduate Govern-

consistently break them everyelection
season. Carelessness is no excuse. If
prospective candidates cannot abide
wearingcampaign shirts are knocking by the rules which are clearly printed
on residence hall doors and handing and made known to all those running,
out fliers across campus. Unfortunatewhat does that say about their leaderly, suspicious campaigning strategies ship abilities?
have alwaysbeen an issue and this year
The Heights believes that all camseems to be no exception.
paigns should be run fairly and in a
professional manner.Leading and repWith reports of a number of campaign violations (and even sanctions) resenting the undergraduatesofBC is a
before the campaign has even started, difficult task, especially whencoupled
we can't help but be skeptical of the with theobligation to maneuverinside
prospects of a truly fair election. That a weighty bureaucracy. Future leadsaid, we hope that as the campaigns ers should get used to playing by the
progress, the candidates will respect rules now.
Furthermore, there is absolutely
therules.
TheElections Code, which is moninoreason for negativeor "dirty" camtoredby an Elections Committee (EC) paigning.Every candidate is a student
consisting offive undergraduates and running because they believe in this
one graduate student, sets specific University. All candidates should
treat one another with respect, knowstandards and budgets for campaigning and covers topics ranging from ing that the losing parties are future
timelines to printed fliers and Faceconstituents.
book groups.
This election season, we recomThough therules seem bureaucratic mendthat students pay close attention
and overly restrictive, they exist to to the way potential leaders conduct
ensure a level playing field for all canthemselves on the campaign trail. As
didates. As one candidate said, "Hava member of the EC said, "The way a
ing everyone accountable is good for candidate conducts their campaign is
the campaigns no one has an unfair telling of how they will govern." With
advantage."
that in mind all voters would do well
Some candidates, however, cannot to review the code at www.bc.edu/elechelp themselves. Despite the clarity tions and report any violations to the
and breadth of the rules, candidates Elections Committee.
ment ofBoston College campaign season upon us, theusual army ofstudents
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Plex magazine thieves need a lesson in common decency
To the Plex Magazine Thieves:

Every week I go to the Plex two or
threetimes to work out on the elliptical
and read some magazines I subscribe
to. With my disposable income,I enjoy
reading Time, ESPN The Magazine,
EntertainmentWeekly, Sports Illustrated,
and Wired Magazine while burning off
the chicken tenders I annihilated the
night before. After I'm done, I place

them in the rack and go on my way.
Without fail, the next time I go to the
Plex, they're all gone. Every time.
I went back-to-backdays once just
to see, and all five ofthe magazines I'd
left were missing (nobody was reading
them on the machines, they were just
gone). Maybe the concept isn't clear,
but the magazinerack isn'ttake-home.
Halfthereason I subscribeto magazines
is because ofallthe times I had gone to

Davy Fields

A&S '08

McCain is the right choice for the GOP
Nathaniel Campbell
Once again, a Romney supporter
(Kevin Boland, "Romney represents
true conservatives," Feb. 4) can't seem
to get his facts straight. He claims that
Sen. McCain is not "conservative"
because he voted against the Bush
tax cuts. The man's a Republican, for
gosh's sakes of course he's anti-tax. He
knew that theBush taxcuts were going
to pass, so he used his vote to lodge
a protest against the fact that they
didn't contain any concomitant cuts
in spending.
In point of fact, Sen. McCain is far
more the fiscal conservative than all of
the Republicans who votedfor the tax
cuts without demandingspending cuts
to go alongwith them, to say nothing
of Romney, who actually tried to raise
certain taxes while serving as governor of Massachusetts. (Though to his
credit, he was carrying out the will of

ROSS D. FRANKLIN / AP EXCHANGE

JEFF GENTNER/ AP EXCHANGE

John McCain and Mitt Romney lead the quest for the Republican presidential nomination

anti-abortionrights - andif I'm right,
it unfortunately means that winning
the governorshipofMassachusetts was
more important to him than his antiabortionvalues.
Furthermore, Sen. McCain has demonstratedthat, farfrom beinga partisan
and divisive figure, he can also reach
across the aisle, while staying true to
his conservative principles: He is far
more interested in effectively governing the country than in the partisan
bickering and gridlock that seem to be
the people, for many Massachusetts not onlyWashingtonreality these days,
Democrats would prefer the French tax but the reality ofmuch of the rhetoric
code to the American one.)
that comes from so-called "real conAnd on the single issue ofabortion, servatives."
which matters more to many conservaWith the president's job-approval
tives than any others becauseofwhat it ratings in the low 30s, and with those
tells us of a man's
of Congress usuwhole outlook on
evenlower, it is
Sen. McCain is a man ally
the human condiclear that what the
tion. Sen. McCain
American people
has spent three
want now more
decades in public
than anything is
service consissomeone who can
a
tently voting and
bring themtogethtirelessly fighting
er and effectively
virtuous
for the right to
govern the country
life; meanwhile,
- not anotherparty
Gov. Romney was elected in Massahack spewing the same old message of
chusetts because he was pro-abortion partisan half-truths (or worse, a party
rights. He says he's pro-abortionrights hack claiming to be bipartisan, though
now, but how do we know he won't in reality his bipartisanship is simply
change his mind again when it is politi- another partisan half-truth dressed up
to hide that fact).
cally expedient to do so?
Irather suspect, especiallysince he's
While the "conservative" pundits
a Mormon(a religionthathas regularly
havebeen trying to turn Sen. McCain's
advocatedagainst abortionrights) that bipartisanship into "treason," it actuhe's always been, at least privately, ally represents the fact that more than

_
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that demands respect
because he has lived
respectful and
life.

any other candidate, Sen. McCain will
unite this country, if only we let him.
Indeed, the worst thing that could
happen to this country in November
would be to allow Sen. Hillary Clinton
to win the presidency, for there is no
figure in thiselection cycle that is more
divisive than she. Yet, a nominating
vote for Gov. Romney is the best thing
a Republican voter can do to ensure a
Clinton victory - too many Americans
are toofed up with the RepublicanParty
as the party of President George W.
Bush to vote for Gov. Romney.
Sen. McCain, on the other hand,has
exactly the broad-based appeal that
will bring not only independent voters
but also even moderateDemocrats on
board. In short, Sen. McCain is the
only Republican candidate who has a
realisticchanceof winning in November.
Yet, it is not merelyfor this banal reason
of politicalreality thatI am supporting
Sen. McCain. Behind the quality ofhis
stances on politicalissues (consistently
conservative) stand his honesty and
honor, integrity and humanity.
Sen. McCain is aman that demands
respect because hehas lived a respectful
and virtuous life, and it is this honesty
and virtue (and not, as for some candidates, the malleable paths of political
expediencyandpolling data) that form
the basis for the political decisions
he makes everyday; we should expect
nothing less from the president of the
United States.

Nathaniel Campbell is a graduate of the
College ofArts and SciencesClass of2007
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OPINIONS

What 'Right to Life' should really mean
Matt Hamilton
"If someone held a gun to my head, or aknife
to my neck, would I be thinking of my rights?"
Such was the question I posed on ChristmasEve
to my family oflawyers - bothactual and aspiring.
The response was somewherebetween disbelief
and contempt. Always the middle child, I sought
torock theboata little more: "Whatifyou feltyou
were being totally violated, stripped of all your
immediatesense of dignity?Would 'rights' matter
in this case? Would theybe of principal concern
or a legally constructedafterthought?"
I makeno claims ofexpertise save the top-

-

ics of Britney Spears, Saturday Night Live history, and all things Delaware - but I do beg you
to ask the question: In cases of total personal
violationand affliction, what wouldbe on your
mind? Rights or the denial thereof? I do not

think so. Declarations of rights rarely deliver
us beneath the superficialityof our claims, and
moreover, rights discourse often obscures the
fundamental truths it seeks to enumerate: freedom, justice, life.
The discussion is relevant when one considers the "right-to-life movement" in the United
States and worldwide. Under the banner of
"Right to Life," contemporarypractices ofabor-

Nothing is farther from
realizing a love andrespect
for life than to stand on the
side of a highway or in front
of Planned Parenthood,
brandishing a crucifix, while
scolding onlookers for their
"lack of respect for life."
tion,euthanasia,infanticide, stem cell research,
and to a lesser degree, health care reform, are
principal concerns. The line touted is that all
human beings have a fundamental right to life,
and even Pope John Paul II wrote to the effect
that all humanrights presuppose a fundamental
right to life.
JPII is a pretty cool dude, minor disagreements aside, so I will avoid opposing him outright. I will, however, nuance what I believe is his
fundamental point. "Life" is sacred, has value,
and has dignity. "Life" is a tremendousgift, of
love and hope, from your parents and, should
you believe, from God. "Life" is ultimately
beautiful and meaningful.But to translate"life"
into rights discourse is to keep the matter topical. "Life" becomes a composite of diagnostic
tests verifying heartbeatandbrainwaves. "Life"
becomes an age, a weight, a blood type, a race,
a gender, a sexual orientation. "Life" and the
purported "defense" of it become a matter of
division,pitting side against side.
Such a view compelssome to hold up the images of bloodied, abortedfetuses underthe banner of the "right to life/respect life" movement.
To those, I sayyou are missing thepoint. Nothing is farther from realizing a love and respect
for life than to stand on the side of a highway or
in front of Planned Parenthood, brandishing a
crucifix, while scolding onlookersfor their "lack
of respect for life." Can we be delivered to the
heart of the matter?
The heart of the matter transcends the
contemporary discourse of the "pro-life" and

ILHUESITGRAHTONS

/

LEWANDOSKI

TIM

"pro-,choice" camps. What is fundamental, and
Many wonien do "choose" to have abortions,
what the "pro-life" movement has lost sight of, is although the degree to which this choice is freely
the centrality ofrelationships andthe love theyboth exercisedis debatablein light ofbroader issues of
offer and require.
women's persistent societal inferiority, socioeconomic pressures, norms, and stigmatizations. I
Putting relationships at the center of the "rightto-life" issues, one sees the matter is not as absolute cannot condemnthese women, many ofwhom could
as both sides claim: Some relationships are skewed be reading this right now, because I know neither
to coerce certain actions from others, while other the particulars of their plight nor the pressures
human beings may not be fortunate to be a part of they face. What I do know, and what I think is the
relationships thatoffer a degree oflove, compassion, proper path forboth theright-to-life and pro-choice
movements, is that we must cultivate relationships
and supportrequired to buoy awoman into motherhood and all the demands it makes on her.
oflove and respect and translate these values into

concrete social change.
Fortunately, friends at Boston College have channeled their efforts to partnering with A Woman's
Concern, a local pregnancy support organization,
but this is only one slice of the necessary action
required. We must do more. Considerationsofabortion and other practices critiqued by the right-tolife movement deserve more than rights discourse;
they deserve compassion and respect.

Matt Hamiltonis a Heightsstaffcolumnist. He welcomes
comments at hamiltonm@bcheights.com.

One votefor sale: Chocolate or best offer
lunch with friends all decked out in
campaign red.
During one particular campaign

While cries of "fall concert!" and
"diversified history core!" get tossed
back andforth like theshuttlecock at a
season when I was closely acquainted particularly heatedbadmintontournawith multiple candidates, I decided it ment, my mission is to remain focused
was in the best interest of all to remain on what I feel is really important: Who
neutral. Instead of taking on the role is going to successfully secure my vote
of caring, supportive, politically Swiss with the best poster graphics, choice
friend I had envisioned, I found myself of T-shirt and banner color combinaeating lunch alone with increasing tions, and, ultimately, gimmicky giveregularity, as my friends retreated to away/ployfor attention?
their respective, color-coordinated
The importance of the UGBC eleccamps. This was hardly the situation I tions is not totally lost on me. I've
had anticipated, and there wasfar less personallylogged hours in the doublechocolateinvolved than I had been led digits on Newton Campus, strolling
to believe.
up and down the halls of Cushing and
But while campaign season might Duchesne, knocking on doors and trynot be without its extraneous irritaing to convince freshmen, whohave not
tions, it doeshave its benefits, namely, yet committed their mailbox code to
free stuff people give you in order to memory, why their vote for or against
entice you to vote. There are the advertising giveaways thatdon't really do
anyone any good - quarter sheets and
other primarily informational slips of
paper. But I've also collected my fair
share of lollipops, pencils, and, one
notable year, nonalcoholicJell-0shots
in neon campaign lime. I've been the
recipient of a guitar serenade, andhad
\
a campaign staffer armed with bongo
drums beat out a special cadence for
me as I strolled across the Quad. Who
can argue with tactics that sophisticated?
a

Kathryn

Dill

It's here again - that time of year students await with bated breath and eager
anticipation, the most wonderful time of
the year. The onset of Lent? Not quite.
Presidentialprimaries and Super Tuesday?
Exciting, to be sure, but without the local,
hands-on feel. What I'm talking about is
something that's right here, on our campus, in our residence halls, printed across
hundreds and hundreds of our brightly
colored, mass produced t-shirts: The UGBC
campaign season.
To some, this may seem less exciting than it actually is. Students will find
themselves accosted at all four corners of
the Quad, every entrance and exit to every
dininghall, and evenin theirrooms at night
with campaign volunteerseager to plug the

platformbenefits of their candidate.
Starting sophomore year, almost every
student will know at least one candidate,
if not multiple. Normal social situations
may become strained and awkward when
one friend shows up in campaign green to

my candidatecould drastically alterthe
course of the universe.
I've also been in the position of

answering the door to campaigners,
listening as the friends, mentees, and

If we deluded ourselves into believing
that every voter is an "issues" voter,
then where would that leave those
Americans who vote for the presidential candidate they believe is the best
looking?
So when those painstakingly handpainted campaign banners go up, as
you begin to bob-and-weavebetween
quartersheeters in the Dustbowl, take
advantage of the suffrage that is the
university-given right of every BC
student, and remember the age-old
mantra of voters everywhere: Who
needs campaign finance reform when
there's free stuff to be had?

significant others of candidates, along
with straight-up, plain-old, I-genuinely-believe-your-messagevolunteers
who patientlyexplain the finer points
of their candidate'splatform.
I even performed a brief stint as a
memberofthe UGBC. The point is, the
trialsand tribulations,thebondingand
heartbreak, the thrill of victory and
the sting of defeat are not lost on me,
however easilyI may claimmy vote can
be bought.
But certainly there are others out Kathryn Dill is a Heights staff columthere who will cast their vote for the nist. She welcomes comments at kdill@
bcheights.com.
team who distributes the best candy.

What do you think?

/

Apply now to be a staff columnist.

editor@bcheights.com
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News

24 states, one day,few answers

Politics
According to an annual
assessment of the threats
facing the United States,
al-Qaida is continuing to
gain strength from its refuge
in Pakistan. The director of
national intelligence also
toldthe Senatepanelthat alQaida remains a legitimate
threat.
\u25a0

\u25a0 The military operations in
Iraq and Afghanistan could
cost $170 billion in the next
fiscal year, exceeding the Pentagon's proposed budget of
$515.4 billion.

Science
\u25a0 NASA beamed the Beatles
song "Across the Universe" to
theNorth Star on Monday. The
transmission, which celebrates
the song's 40th and NASA's
50th anniversaries, will take
431 years to reach its destination. The North Star is 2.5
quadrillion miles away.
\u25a0 Iran fired a research rocket
into space on Monday to mark
the opening of its space center. The move was immediately condemned by the United
States, which questions Iran's
motives.

Technology
High oil prices and growing
about the environment may drive more than $7
trillion of new investment in
"clean energy" technologies by
2030, according to an energy
\u25a0

concerns

research group. Solar energy,
biofuels, andwindpower stand
as the most viable options.
\u25a0 CBS Mobile plans to announce a new type of cellphone advertising that uses

GPS-based technology. The
goal is to make it easier for
advertisers to aim promotions
at consumers more precisely as
they walk by particular stores
and restaurants.
Business
\u25a0 The UnitedStates willprobably just miss falling into an
economic recession, according
to a top Federal Reserve of-

ficial. The risksfor such a scenario, however, haveincreased.
The official also describedthe
current housing crisis as the
biggest concern.
\u25a0 Two Chinese businesses and
an Americancompany were indicted yesterday in the tainted
pet-food incidents thatkilled

thousands of animals last
year and raised worries about
products made in China. The
companiesallegedly addedthe
toxic chemical melamine to
800 metric tons of food.

by the

Numbers
$1 million
The amount that the
national debt growsper
minute. The total value
of the national debtfalls
somewherearound $9.13
trillion.

65,000
The estimated number of
gays and lesbians currently
serving the U.S. armed
forces under the "Don't
Ask, Don't Tell" policy,
which came into effect in
1993.

10,000
The number ofmembers
of the U.S. armedforces
who have been forced out
of the militarythrough
2006 as a result of the
policy.

QUOTABLE
"I fear for the future of Pakistan. Please continue the fight
against extremism, dictatorship, poverty, and ignorance,"
wrote Benazir Bhutto, former
Pakistani opposition leader, in
a letter written in Octoberoutlining her political last wishes
if she were killed. Bhutto was
assassinated on Dec. 27, 2007,
two weeks beforethe Pakistani
general election.

By

Joshua Darr

Tuesdaywas supposed to be
watershedmoment in American politics. Over 20 states
voted and caucused to determine the nextRepublican and
Democratic nominees for president. After the night was over,
it was widely believedthat the
party nominees wouldbe clear.
Instead, Super Tuesday
settled nothingin the Democratic race, while clarifying the
surprising path to the Republican nomination.
a

The Republicans
For most of the year, the Republican race for president was
all-out confusion. Five candidateshad a realistic shot at the
nomination,and JohnMcCain
was certainly near the bottomof
that list.
This summer, JohnMcCain's
campaign went into a complete
free fall. Hemorrhaging dollars,
advisors, and supporters daily,
McCain was reduced to a barebones operation that focused
almost exclusively on New
Hampshire. This gamblepaid off
when McCain won the state on
Jan. 8, andfollowed that up with
important victories in South
Carolina andFlorida on the Jan.
19 and 26, respectively. These
victories translated into serious
momentum, big endorsements,
and more cash. His big day on
Tuesday could send him to the
mountaintop.

McCain's problem is his own
party. The "maverick" senator

fromArizona is fond of breaking
with the party line, working and
voting with Democrats on redmeat conservativeissues such as
campaign-financereform (the
McCain-Feingold Act) and comprehensive immigration reform
(the failed McCain-Kennedy
Act). While his bipartisan attitude is appealingto Independents, it strikes many conservatives as heresy.
Two candidates remained
Tuesdayto try andclaim the
mantle of "conservative alternative." Mitt Romney, former
governorof Massachusetts,
fits the economic conservative
model well, but has a confusing
history on socialissues (he was
for abortionrights beforehe was
against them). Mike Huckabee,
former governor of Arkansas, is
the social right's dreamcandidate, but is viewed as a kook on
the economic side of things (a 23
percent nationalsales tax?).
On Super Tuesday, McCain
won. Huckabee and Romney
split votes becausethe conservative wing of theparty failed to

coalesce around either. Huckabee won the South (Georgia,
Tennessee, West Virginia,
Alabama,and Arkansas) while
Romney won Massachusetts and
the West (Minnesota, Colorado,
Utah, North Dakota, Montana,
and Alaska). Had one conservative alternativebeen able to
unite these states it wouldstill
be a competitive race.
McCain won everywhereelse
and won where it matteredmost.
The vast majority of delegates
came in New York, New Jersey,
and California. McCain won
convincingly in California,
taking 51 of53 congressional
districts there. As McCain's own
mother put it, the Republican
Party decided to "holdits nose
and vote for John."For Republican and Independent students
looking to get involved: If you
haven't jumped on the Straight
Talk Express bandwagon yet,
now is the time. It's heading to
the convention in Minneapolis
and beyond.

TheDemocrats
When JohnEdwards dropped
out of the race on Jan. 30, the

Democraticfield was winnowed
down to two. The choices were
clear: fresh-faced Illinois Sen.
arack Obama, whose campaign
invigorates both young and
black voters andhas drawn vast
numbers of Independents; or
New York Sen. Hillary Clinton,
whose tireless championing
ofuniversal health care and a
return to Clinton-era economic
prosperity ignites the Democratic base.
After Tuesday, it is painfully clear that the Democratic
Party does not want to make this
choice. Thenationwidepopular
vote split 50.2 percent to 48.8
percent. It's tough to declare
a winner in Tuesdaynight's
festivities, but a closer look at
the numbers and the immediate
future of the race provides some
clues.
Hillary Clinton won where
she needed to win. She collected victories in eight states:
Tennessee, Arizona, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, andthe delegate-rich
states ofNew York, New Jersey,
California, and Massachusetts.
Losing any of these wouldhave
been disastrous. Her margin of
victory, while substantial, was
smaller than anticipated. Hoping for landslides, Sen. Clinton
conceded a lot of delegates to
her rival. Clinton is still a force
to be reckoned with, but has
lost the aura of inevitabilitythat
once definedher campaign.
Barack Obama triumphed
in 13 states on Tuesday: Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia,

MICHAEL SALDARRIAGA / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONS

Alabama,Illinois, Missouri,
Minnesota, North Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
andAlaska. Of these, upsets in
Connecticut and Missouri are
the most important and impressive. A big win in Clinton's backyard, Connecticut, prevented
a Northeastshutout. Missouri,
which was mistakenly calledfor
Clinton earlier in the night by
theAssociated Press, actually
fell into the Obamacolumn early
in the morning.
The bottomline last night
was winning delegatesfor the

August Democratic National
Convention in Denver, and that
edge went to Barack Obama as
well. His big victories in many
states successfully counteracted
Clinton's smaller victories in
more populous states.
Tuesday did change the
Democratic race for president.
There are now two frontrunners, and the race is moving into
some states that nobodythought
wouldbe contested.Next up:
Nebraska, Washington, and
Louisiana on Saturday, Maine
on Sunday, and Maryland,Vir-

ginia and D.C. on Tuesday. Most
politicalpundits agree that the
map favors Obama.
Predicting anything is a sure
way to failure. Both campaigns
are looking for help. Tempting
as it is to sitback and watch this
historicbattle, every Demo cratic or Independentwouldbe
wise to pick a candidateand get
involved. It's goingto be a long
and exciting ride to Denver.

JoshuaDarr is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.

U.S. receives poor marks on the environment
ferent analyses ofgreenhouse gas really bigway."
emissions and a regional smog
The plan that Connaughton
indicator that contends for the refers to includes a more than 90
percent cut in diesel emissions
A new internationalranking of worst in theworld.
Daniel Esty, the report's lead from trucks and off-road engines
environmentalperformance places
the United States at the bottomof author, and director of the Vale like those in construction equipthe group of eight industrialized Center for Environmental Law ment.
The United States's lowranknations, and 39th among the 149 andPolicy, toldreporters thatthe
United States "is slipping down." ing in measures like the amount
countries on thelist.
He added, "The U.S. continues of carbon dioxide emissions per
The ranking, which evaluates
to havebottom-tier performance capita or per unit of electricity
sanitation, greenhouse gas emis- in the bottom20 percent - is not
sions, agricultural policies, air in greenhouse gas emissions."
JamesConnaughton,chairman surprising, Connaughton told repollution, and20 other measures,
relies on a complexgrading system of the White House Council on porters,because the U.S. contribwith an overall score of 100 the Environmental Quality, said the utes a quarter of the new releases
problem with ozone stems from of greenhouse gas emissions.
best possible.
The top 10 countries, with chemical reactions between oxOn the flip side, the U.S. has
scores of 87 or better, were Switides of nitrogen, volatile organic improved its carbon intensity,
compounds, and sunlight. Dewhich measures the output of
zerland, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Austria, France, Latvia, spite the disappointingranking, emissions relative to economic
Costa Rica, Colombia, and New Connaughton told reporters that growth. In fact, the U.S. is far
Zealand.
problems within the atmosphere ahead of most of Europe and Jaare currently being addressedby
pan in this category. Success here
The study, which was conducted by researchers at Vale the Bush administration. New now allows policymakers to focus
and Columbia Universities, was rules have been put in place to on improving carbon emissions.
India, China, and Australia
released last week at the World curb emissions ofthose chemicals
from power plants and from the ranked among the bottom 25
Economic Forum in Davos, Switnations in the indicator that
zerland. It is thefourth, and most burning of dieselfuels.
"We recognized this about five combined all the climate change
refined, of a series of rankings first
years ago," he told reporters. "We
scores; ChinaandAustraliaranked
issued in 2002.
The United States scored an have aprogramthatin the next 10 below the United States.
years is going to address this in a
81, with low scores on three difAs with earlier versions ofthe
By Keith Evans

Asst. MarketplaceEditor

INSIDE MARKETPLACE
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Unitedfailures

index, the authors created separate lists of countries that areconsidered peers, either economically
or geographically,and scored the
performance of nations in those
subgroups.
New Zealand and Japan led
the Asian-Pacific nations. Croatia and Albania led the list of
Eastern European and Central
Asian countries, which takes
in most of the former sphere of
influence of the Soviet Union,
not including the Baltic nations. Mauritius and Gabon led
the countries of sub-Saharan
Africa. Costa Rica, Colombia, and
Canada toppedthe 26 countries of
the Americas.
The report also revealed a
significant correlation between
a country's wealth, measured
as gross domestic product per
capita, and a strongly positive
performance on suchindicators as
sanitation, indoorair quality,and
success in combating diseases.
This relationship, however, also
connects a country's wealthwith a
poor performanceon greenhouse
gas emissions and agricultural

policies. \u25a0

Looking towardsthefuture, if the UN cannot accomplish the goals envisioned by its founders, then big changes must be made.B3

Report Summary:
-An international
ranking of environmental
performance gives the

United States poor marks.
-The ranking evaluates
over 20 measures,
including greenhouse gas
emissions, sanitation, air
pollution, and agricultural
policies.

-The U.S. scored an 81,
the worst score among the
eight most industrialized
nations in the world.
-The report finds the U.S.
to have a regional smog
problem that contendsfor
the worst in the world.
-The report's lead author
expressed the importance
of the U.S. taking
significant initiatives to
combatpoor environmental
grades.

An embryo with three parents
Time Warner Cable
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Tech Journal

Learning to synchronize your online and offline activities
Bryan

Irace

For the most part, time spent
divided
betweenonline activities, such
as sendinge-mail, and offline
activities, like creating Office
documents. In many instances,
there's an overlap. For example,
some people log on to gmail.
com or mail.bc.edu in order to
dealwith e-mail, while others
use programs such as Microsoft
Outlook or Apple Mail, which
connect to the Internet and
downloadmessages right to the
computer, in order to get e-mail
withouthaving to launch a Web
browser.
Both of these ways ofdoing
things have their advantages:
Namely, accessing files on your
desktop is faster, whilekeeping
things on the Internetallows
access from any computer with a
Web connection.
By syncing yourfavorite
services through a variety of
differenttechniques, you can
make your digital life both more
productive and universally accessible. Following this guide
will teach you how to manage
your AIM contacts, calendar,
address book, Office documents,
and e-mail allwithout launching a Web browser, yet be able to
have all of the aforementioned
at your fingertipsfrom anywhere
on the Internet.
The first step is to create
an iGoogle homepage.Ifyou
already have a Gmail account,
you can go straight to http://
google.com/igto get started.
Otherwise, you will have to sign
up for a Google account, but this
is a good idea anyway, as your @
bc.edu e-mailaddresswon'tbe
around once you graduate. By
default, your iGoogle homepage
will have a bunch of gadgets.
You can remove themand start
from scratch, as I'll let you know
which ones I recommend adding.
on the computer is
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The iGoogle homepage is an inexhaustible resource that allows one to centralize his or her Internet browsing with gadgetsfor Google Maps, YouTube, Weather, and Wikipedia, amongothers sites.
To start, click "Add Stuff" and

follow the instructions for IMAP

Outlook (Windows). If you have

search for the Bookmarks gadget
created by Google. This will allow you to embedlinks right on
your homepagefor some of the
services thatdon't havetheir
own gadgets.
E-mail: Both Boston College
e-mail and Gmail are obviously
accessible through their respective Web Sites, but it's more
convenient to read andsend
e-mail right from your desktop,
through Outlook (Windows),
Apple Mail (Mac), or Thunderbird(both). The BC Help
Center Web Site (http://www.
bc.edu/offices/help/)and Gmail's
Help Center have tutorialsfor
setting up your online mail accounts to work in the desktop
client of your choice. Be sure to

access, as this will ensure that

a Google Calendar, evenbetter,

all of your messages remain on
the Internet even after you read
themfrom your desktop. Ifusing
Gmail, search for the "Gmail"
gadget and add it to iGoogle.
Now you have full e-mail access
without launching a browser,
but can log into iGooglefrom
anywhere and have your e-mail
embedded.If not using Gmail,
add a link to BC webmail to the
Bookmarks gadget.
Calendar/AddressBook:
Sign up for a free Plaxo account
(http://www.plaxo.com).Plaxo
is a free online service that will
make an online copy ofyour addressbook and calendar synced
with either iCal/Apple AddressBook (Mac) or Microsoft

as Plaxo can act as a mediator
between your desktop calendar
and Google Calendar, making
sure that all ofyour events are
in place and can be seenfrom
anywhere. The Plaxo Web site
includes tutorials, andwhile it
takes a little configuring, it is
extremely smooth and useful
once up andrunning.
If using Google Calendar, it
too has its own iGoogle widget
to be added. Now when you log
in, you have your calendarand
e-mailright on your homepage.
Add a link to the Plaxo website
to the Bookmarks gadget for
easy access to your address
book (and calendarif not using

Summer session 2008
!V

Session I:
27 May-26 June
Session II:

Google's).

Documents: With your

iGoogle account comes access to
Google Docs, online storage and
editingcapabilitiesfor Office
documents.While you could
manuallyupload the particular
documents you want to have
online access to, a free Windows applicationcalled DocSyncer (http://www.docsyncer.
com) automatically syncs Office
documents on your computer
with your GoogleDocs account.
This way, you're nevermore than
a Web connection away from
thathomework assignment you
forgot to print out. Of course,
there's a GoogleDocs gadget
thatcan be addedright to your
iGoogle homepage,keeping
all of your services seamlessly
integrated. Unfortunately for

Mac users, thereisn't a viable
DocSyncer alternative,but its
creators insist that supportfor
Mac (as wellas Linux) is on the
way.

AIM: Lastly, you can sign
onto your AIM account directly
from the Gmail Web site via the
"Chat" section on the left-hand
sidebar. While the features are
somewhat limited, it's nice being
able to use AIM without leaving
the Google Web site. For an even
betterAIM-over-the-Web experience, try signing on to Meebo
{http://www.meebo.com).Be sure
to add Meebo to your iGoogle
Bookmarks gadget.
Bryan Irace is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at iraeeb@bcheights.com.

Interested in business, politics,
science, or technology?

30 June-5 August

Then write for
Marketplace!

_
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of your summer in New York City!
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Politically Speaking

Hardcover Nonfiction

U.N. must take action or re-write

Bestsellers
This
Week

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.

2

57

2

An Inconvenient Book. Glenn
Beck. Threshold Editions, $26.

6

10

3

Tom Cruise. Andrew Morton. St.
Martin's, $25.95.

1

2

4

In Defense ofFood. Michael
Pollan. Penguin Press, $21.95.

3

4

5

Become a Better You. Joel Osteen
Free Press, $25.

4

15

6

You: Staying Young. Michael F.
Roizen, M.D. and Mehmet C. Oz,
M.D. Free Press, $26.

5

13

7

Free Lunch. David Cay Johnston

"

1

Portfolio, $24.95.

8
9

The Food YouCrave. Ellie Krieger 8
Taunton Press, $28.
9
DeceptivelyDelicious. Jessica
Seinfeld. Collins, $24.95.

10 lAm America (and So Can You!).
Stephen Colbert. Grand Central,

7

2
16
16

$26.99.
How Not to Look Old. Charla
15
Krupp. Springboard Press, $25.99.

3

12 Real Change. Newt Gingrich.
Regnery, $27.95.

14

2

13 The Dangerous Book for Boys.
Conn & Hal Iggulden. Collins,

11

37

11

$24.95.

14 The Daring Bookfor Girls. Andrea 12
J. Buchanan & Miriam Peskowitz

13

Collins, $24.95.

15 Liberal Fascism. Jonah Goldberg
Doubleday, $27.95.

13

2

*Indicates title has beenreviewed by The
Heights.
Compiled from data from independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.

Joseph Zaleski

Since the end of January
2007, American citizens and
politicians have been preparing
for a democraticpresidential
electionfollowing the precedent
established in this country over
230 years ago. Despite some
claims of "stolen elections" and

purportedvoting-machine controversies, I am not aware of any
bloodthat has ever been spilled
in the name of a snubbed wouldbe president elect. The same
cannot be said for the continent
of Africa, which has recently
been plaguedwith slaughterhouse-typeviolence in the wake
of questionable election results,
failed coup d'etats, and general
ethnic warfare.
OnDec. 27, 2007, Kenya
held afree presidentialelection involvingMwaiKibaki, the
incumbentcandidate andtribal
politician, and Raila Odinga, a
champion of the poor. Despite
Kenya's success in Africa,
Odinga led in most pre-election polls by focusing on an
underlyingsense offrustration
felt by many in the country. All
of the earlyreturns suggested
an Odinga victory; however,
beforethe night was out, results
showedthat Kenya wouldbe
kept in thehands ofKibaki by
virtue of a slim victory. The
country immediatelydivided,
with representativesof many
Kenyan ethnic and tribalgroups
(such as the Kalenjin) taking to
the streets withbows and arrows, rocks, and crude Molotov
cocktailsprotesting a questionable victory and especially the
Kikuyu, Mr. Kibaki's native
tribe.As of Tuesday, therehave
been over 1,000 Kenyans pronounced dead.
To the northwest, there
has been similar unrest in the
country of Chad, after a failed
coup on Saturday, Feb. 2. Chad's
president, Idriss Deby, claims

JEROME DELAY / AP PHOTO

If the U.N. cannot live up to its potential, its constitution must be amended or the organizationmust be
that the country is stable after
100 citizens died in the
weekendconflict. What is not
clear, however, is the affiliation or explicit agenda of these
Chadian "mercenaries." Deby
claims that therebels were hired
by the government of Sudan to
overthrow him, a claim that has
been deniedby the Sudanese
government. Nevertheless, this
incident will only serve to hone
the tension between the two
countries that share a national
border as well as a regional border aroundperpetually unstable
Darfur.
Fear, uncertainty, and bloodwashed streets are all uncommon and (to be certain) unacceptable in the United States.
My first reaction to these African stories is one of thanks. I am
thankful that I live in a country
that prides itself on stability
and governmental transparency.
My second reaction, however, is
deep concern. I know that, as
a single human being, I canover

not physicallybring peace to a
disturbedregion. I alsoknow
that one external nation cannot
accomplish this task either. It
seems as though France has
accepted this role, supporting
Chad (a former colony) with
both troops andrhetoric, but I

fear that this one-dimensional
support willlargely fail as time
goes on. We have seen this situation time and again when the
United States asserts itself in
the sordid affairs and missteps
of other nations. Such a stand
stretches a single nationtoo
thin, especially when resources
are being used for similar tasks
in other countries aroundthe
world.
Many people in America cry
for the happy mediumbetween
"bury your head in the sand"
isolationismand becoming the
undercover police force of the
world. If, however, I am not
mistaken, this medium is manifested in the formof the United
Nations. Clearly, this organi-

zation's mission is noteworthy,
but its execution has been sorely
deficient. I implore Ban XiMoon, the general assembly, and
membernations to reevaluate
the United Nations' activity in
the world. If there is one group
that shouldbe proactive, it is
the U.N. It must be a resource
for all troubled nations, a forum
for the internationalcommunity,
and a respected negotiating
force.
If the United Nations cannot
accomplish the goals envisioned
by its founders, then either its
Constitution must be seriously
amended or the organization
itself must be structurally
reordered. We as citizens of the
worlddeserve a United Nations
that serves as an effective internationalpeacekeeping force and
not simply a very accurate death
toll accountant.

Joseph Zaleski is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at zaleskij@bcheights.com.

Market Report
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Patrick Fouhy
Time Warner Inc., the world's
largest media conglomerate,
announced its earnings results
for 2007, posting a 6 percent
increase in revenue over 2006.
The company'snet income was
downfrom 2006, however, with
the sale of some ofAOL's European businesses in 2006 inflating revenues in that year. Time
Warner's new CEO, Jeff Bewkes,
announced a large-scale effort
to cut expenses at the company's corporate offices by 15
percent, producing $50 million
in annual savings. One hundred
cuts to corporatemanagement
have been rumored to be part of

the plan.
"We'll make sure that Time
Warner has the right businesses
in the right structure," said Bewkes in a company statement.
Bewkes also said that the
company was separating AOL's
profitable content business
and losing access business to
improve strategic options. Carrying access business, which
provides dial-up Internet access
to customers, has meant huge
losses for AOL, as cable and
DSL Internet services now
dominatethe provider market.
The content unit, however,
has operated at a profit due
to online advertising revenues
mainlyfrom AOL's Web portal.
This likely would include selling
off AOL's access business, as
Time Warner has already done
in European markets.
Bewkes'splans so far? Sensible. Cut excess management
and set a "new tone." Split AOL
up so the access unit doesn't
smother potential growth in the
content unit. However, the third
considerationin Bewkes's plan,
to possibly sell offmore of Time
Warner Cable (TWC), which
Time Warner currently has an
84 percent stake in, is ill-advised. TWC has separate stock
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Time Warner Cable accounted for nearly 44 percent of Time Warner's earnings in thefourth quarter of 2007; the next best performing unit was its television networks, whose earnings dropped.
that has slid by 40 percent since
Feb. 13, 2007 when the company
went public. Time Warner put
up a 16 percent stake in TWC in
the initial public offering.
TWC accounted for nearly
44 percent ofTime Warner's
earnings in the fourth quarter of
2007. The nextbest performing
unit was from its televisionnetworks, whose earning dropped
by 1 percent and totalrevenue
makes up less than 20 percent of
Time Warner's earnings. Time
Warner's televisionnetworks
include HBO andTurner Broadcasting.
The massive slide in price of

TWC's stock is cause for concern, but TWC has consistently
outperformedComcast, the
nation's leading cable provider.
Times are tough in the cable
industry.
The slowing economy has
led to slower growth in new
subscribers than expected.
New competition in television
is being introduced by services
such as Verizon's FiOS TV. The
economic downturnis not likely
to last forever - andwhen the
economy turns around there wil
be great potentialfor growth in
the industry.
Verizon'sFiOS might not

be a sustainable venture in the
andlimitedproposition.
With Verizon's capability
long term as well. Bogged down
in regulatory battles in states
to compete questionableand
throughout the country, Verizon economic growth inevitable,
first has to change therules of
selling a larger stake in TWC is a
the game to effectively compete
badidea. Time Warner' earning
with cable. Currently muwould nearly have been cut in
halflast quarter withoutTWC.
nicipalities negotiate with cable
While economic conditions
providers, licensing on the local
are much differenttoday than
level. Verizon wouldlike the
in the recent past, Cablevision
licensingpower to reside with
the state; avoidingbattles with
founder andchairmanCharles
cities and towns and the more
Dolan and his son, CEO James
rigorous (and more expensive)
Dolan, have been attempting
to take the company private for
requirements they impose.
IfVerizon can't obtain state
years.
regulation, rolling out FiOS
Shareholders are holding out
becomes an evenmore expensive because they think the Dolan's

buyback offers are too low - and
theDolans keep coming back
with higher offers. What does
thismean? People believe in the
growth ofcable - andTWC is a
consistently strong performer.
"In change lies opportunity,
and I have great confidence in
our future," Bewkes said. He's
right: Opportunity doeslie in
change, and if Time Warner sells
offmore ofTWC, it is opportunity - and earnings - lost for
them.
Patrick Fouhy is a staff columnist

for The Heights. He welcomescomments atfouhyp@bcheights.com.
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British scientists create embryofrom three parents
BY PAUL SYMANSKY

For as long as humans can
remember, it takes one man and
one woman to create a child.
Many animalsfollow suit, with
those reproducing asexually
being the exceptions. Either
way, two parents seem to be the
natural maximum for parenting
one child.
British scientists are challengingour notions ofnormalcy,
though, as they claim to have
created embryos from two women and one man: threeparents.
The bioethics of genetically
modifiedbabies is a touchy subject, but this group ofresearchers claims that the embryos are
still primarily theresult of a
single man and woman.
The impetus of this project
was to helpprevent the occurrence of debilitatingdiseases
caused by mishaps in mitochondrialDNA.
Mitochondria are the cell's
power supplies. They supply
energyfor all thecell's nor-

mal activitiesandtheir DNA
follows apath ofmatrilineal
inheritance. Thus, regardless
of the father's mitochondrial
DNA, the child will develop
according to the genes encoded
in the mother's mitochondria.
Mistakes in this type of DNA
can cause very serious disorders
including muscular dystrophy,
epilepsy, and strokes. Very often,
these diseases are fatal with out
cures or other treatments.
TheBritish group of scientists begins by creating an
embryo from the egg of a woman
with defectivemitochondria
and the sperm of her partner.
Then, they obtain an egg from a
woman withhealthy mitochondria and empty it ofits nucleus.
Finally, the embryo is
transplanted into the new egg
with healthy mitochondria. The

PHOTO COURTESYOF ED UTHMAN

As British scientists continue to develop a medical procedure that allows embryos to be created from three parents, opponents question the ethical consequences of the unnatural conception.
process is seemingly simple in
concept, but very technically

complex, while superbly elegant.

MitochondrialDNA only
accounts for a very smallportion of the overallDNA in an
organism. Nucleic DNA, which
accounts for the rest, is what
makes a person unique. These
scientists are not modifying the

nucleic DNA in anyway. They
hope to show that this new
technique does not compromise

the offspring's individuality
and is strictly for therapeutic
purposes.

While many opponents
disdain any sort ofunnatural
conception, it's hard to argue
with the motive ofpreventing

insufferable living conditions for
many who wouldhave otherwise

been afflicted by mitochondrialdiseases. Furthermore, the
scientists emphasize that they're
not altering or modifyingany
particular genes, they're simply
exchanging defective ones for
working ones.
The therapy has beentested

on mice in Japan, and has been

is expected to be proposed in

shown to work effectively.More
research to identify safety risks
and to confirm effectiveness is
needed. These specific embryos have not been allowedto
developfor more than five days,
but theirresults will hopefully
leadto fully functional treatments in just a few years. A law

Britain to allowmitochondrial
swapping as a suitable remedy
for couples who might bear childrenwith such diseases.
PaulSymansky is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomescomments at symanskyp@beheights.

com.

Qaida videos show boys training for insurgency's new geneneration
LAUREN FRAYER
AssociatedPress Writer

By

BAGHDAD (AP) - Boys in
soccer jerseys don black masks
and grab weapons. They scramble over mud-brick walls, blast
down doors, and hold guns to
the heads ofresidents inside.
The U.S. militarysaidvideos
seizedfrom suspectedal-Qaida
in Iraq hideouts show militants
training children who appear as
young as 10 to kidnap and kill.
It'sviewed as a sign thatthe terror network - hungry for recruits
- may be using younger Iraqis in
propaganda to lure a new crop
offighters.

"Al-Qaida in Iraq wants to
poison the next generation of
Iraqis," saidRear Adm. Gregory
Smith, a U.S. military spokesman. "It is offering children
as the new generation of mujahedeen,"he added, using the
Arabic term for holy warriors.
The video, shown to reporters
Wednesday, depicted an apparent training session with blackmasked boys - ammunition
belts draped across their small
chests - forcing a man off his
bicycle at gunpoint and marching him off down a muddy lane.
An off-camera voice, speaking
with an Iraqi accent, instructs
children how to takefiring positions with assault rifles.
At one point, the boys huddle
in a circle on a cement floor,
solemnlypledgingallegianceto
al-Qaida.
U.S. and Iraqi officials said
they could offer no estimate of
how many children have joined
the insurgency.
Young children are rarely
behind insurgent attacks in Iraq,
though they have been used as
decoys. In March, police said
children were used in a car
bombing in which the driver
gained permission to park in a
busy shoppingarea afterpointing out that he was leaving his
kids in the back seat. The chil-

dren werekilled alongwith three
Iraqibystanders.
The military said the videos
- seized in a December raid
in Khan Bani Saad northeast
of Baghdad - were filmed in
Iraq and depicted Iraqi children, but offered no definitive
evidence. Smith said the adult
trainer's voice had an Iraqi accent. It could not be determined
when the videos were made, he
added.
The scenes included boys
mimicking the violence and
aggression that have become
familiar to Iraqi children since
the 2003 U.S.-led invasion.
But the footage also appeared
to show organized militant
training sessions, suggesting
an

effort by al-Qaida-inspired

insurgents to train ever-younger
- andperhaps less conspicuous

- militants.

The raw footage was likely
to be incorporated into pro-

paganda films for al-Qaida or
other militant groups.
"We believe this video is
used as propagandato send out
to recruit other boys
and to
send a broader message across
Iraq to indoctrinate youth into
al-Qaida," Smith said.
Americansoldiers frequently
discover propaganda-style materials among the weapons and
ammunition they confiscate
daily in raids across Iraq.
In a Dec. 8 operation in
Muqdadiyah, north of the Iraqi
capital, U.S. troops found an
Arabic movie script with scenes
of terrorists training children,
and children interrogating and
executing victims, Smith said.
Both the videos and film
script were found in Diyala
province, a hotbed of Sunni
militant activity. Smith said
the military decided to show
the videos of childrento expose
al-Qaida's "morallybroken ideology" and encourage Iraqi opposition. An estimated 80,000
Sunni tribesmen have already

...

crossed lines to join the Americans in ousting militants from
their hometowns.Last week,
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Ricecalled al-Qaida in Iraq "the
most brutal and bankrupt of
movements" after twin market
bombings carried out by women
described by Iraqi authorities
as mentally disabled.The U.S.
military later backed the Iraqi
account of the bombings, which
killed nearly 100 people.
"Iraq's democratic and
elected government is building
schools
and offers the children of Iraq hope for apeaceful
and prosperous future. AlQaida in Iraq sends 15-year-old
boys and mentallyhandicapped
women on suicide missions,
builds car bombs and is trying
to teach children how to kill,"
Smith said.
In one scene, young trainees
- toting guns as long as the
children are tall - pile out of
a van in military-style formaSABAH ARAR / ASSOCIATEDPRESS
tion. They surround a car and
suspected
Iraq
training
kidnap
al-Qaida
in
hideouts show militants
children to
and kill.
force out the mock driver. One Videos seized from
hauls along a rocket-propelled
grenade launcher. Another clip
shows a young boy wearing a
suicide vest andposing with automatic weapons. Iraqi Defense
Ministry spokesman Mohammed al-Askari said he believed
insurgents were kidnapping an
increasing number of Iraqichildren, though he could not offer
details or figures.
"This is not only to recruit
them, but also to demand ransom to fund the operationsofalQaida," al-Askarisaid. He aired
another grainy video clip which
he said showed Iraqi security
forces rescuing an 11-year-old
boy who had been kidnapped
by al-Qaida.
The short clip was mostly
dark, and showed a boy blinking in the beam of a flashlight. Al-Qaidahaddemandeda
$100,000ransom for his release,
but an informant's tip led to his

...
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FESTIVAL FEATURING
ARTISTS SUCH AS:

rescue,

al-Askari said.

\u25a0

Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk-

CALL 317-644-2064

WORRIEDABOUTRAY.COM

Concert Dates: March 3rd,
10th, 17th & 24th

| ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATION]

Book Your Trip Today! Contact:

1.800.648.4849
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SHAGGY, BEENIE MAN,
and much, much more!

1.800.426.7710
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CAN HELP!!!

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends

WORRIED ABOUT RAY?
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SPRING BREAK FROM $199.
Land price starting from $199 for 7
days. We also have an all-inclusive
hotel starting from $799 per person.
Give us a call today, it's nottoo late to
still get away. 1-800-GET-SUN-1.

Instructors needed to presentFUN
science activities for kids at schools
& parties. Need car & experience
w/kids. Training provided. P/T $25/
hr. program. Apply online: www.
madscience.org/greaterboston or
781-899-6006.

Check www.bchelghts.com/clas-

Spring Break '08. Don't get left
behind Discounts and free trips
h still
avai|ab|e for
Qver 2Q
9
experience p ree p£jrties and
1-800-426-7710. www.sunsplashtours.com.

tunics.

tmUll

Looking for extra cash? Who's On
First is looking for club promoters.
Call Mike at 508-326-0580 between
12and8pm
sitieds
lifted* tor
for even MUKb
MORF inh
nnnnr
job oppor-

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk tocampus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513885-6452 or via e-mail at merchan®
bc.edu.

OFF-CAMPUS SEPT. 2008 LISTINGS: Greenline Realty 617-7315434. Haven't found your housing
for next year? We have the best
off-campus exclusive listings still
available for SEPT. 2008! Gerald,
Lake, Foster, Manet, Radnor. Easy
walks to Tor campus We will pick
you up
p and drop
p you off at campus
p
y
9
L|ST|NGS
for a||
ps ,or
small. Greenline Realty 617-731www Greenlineßealtv net
5434 www.ioreenuneKeany.nei.
T
One-bed condo on corner Foster/
C mm S 23oK E
freshly
;
painted, flfloors redone. New deck
nd windows Laundry basement
s
c pet-friendly Call Eric to
shQw 508 . 878 . 5 212

.- ,

p ]

,

.
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Subletters needed for spring '09.
r
Und.ne Road rFour minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to subc 9 irls Pri ce is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.
r,

\

' ' *°

stop

Selling/missing something? Need
a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

_

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

-

~
ZT ;
\ ls BC son|~ V
The Lau 9 hm 9 Medusa
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted Submissions can be
dropped offatthe Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.odu.
?

?

Happy Birthday, Tula! Love, The
Heights Board.

*

CfdlT

dieting
bingeing %#?»*\u25a0 A
restricting
obsessing C#CIUIIM

for more info.

hour contact bcpsychlab@gmail.
c for re info?- ati

°"

for more information.

BC CVSA cy Njght |n Lyons Fn
Feb 8, 6-9 p.m.: Performances to
relebrateCVrulture 10nm -lam'

Afte?-Sl

T Mastelind

u.j.

Mastermind.

°"-

,
.

flffr/rtLirr, Fmfeifton'':'

JrxrntfjfiPifra-Ljailanir

Chicago

"°

SOUTHASIAN STUDENTS ASSO?qn
CIATION PRESENTSPRESENTS. 11th annual
culture show. "Chal Nachle ... Come
g Rob
Dgncer
sham Theater. 7 p.m. $10 admission.
9 ?i

KathenneLaToresatfatores@bc.edu

ATter party wun

Stud-

m the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an

ies

Are you interested m discussing
issues of social dass at BC? Then

h Washington

I m wk

~ Participate
~
~
~. ~ :in Psychology

.

nap)il in!, ntß
aa ~ aarnh participants
?
DDrf Drf
Research
needed.

New York

\1

Earth and Sage Medical Spa, 17
Herrick Rd. Newton Centre. Specializing in Botox, dermal fillers, and
chemical peels. Free consultations,
617-244-5060 for appointments.

to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu

I

05ltii1fl

weight management
eating disorder management
diet management

.
..

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking

$99

X

London

$174

I

5137

|

Pari*

$259

I

Beijing

$772

I

$2011

Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.

www Nutritionßx.com
Elite Behavioral Nutrition

#G=S* studentUniverse.com

Pass It On.

by appointment only Alexis Beck, mph, rd, ldn
617 731 6786 mynutritionist@nutritionrx.com

THE FOUNDATION !1> A BETTER LIFE
iuvw.forbetKrlife.org

Bringing order to disordered eating? since 1985
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Dublin Internship Program
London Internship Program
Los Angeles Internship Program
Madrid Internship Program
Paris Internship Program
Sydney Internship Program
Washington, D.C. Internship Program

Application Deadline: March 1,2008

live

explore
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ALL INTERNSHIP PLACEMENTS ARE:
Guaranteed for each student
Personalized for each student
? Project-based/academically directed
?
?

COMMON PROGRAM FEATURES
Open to all majors
? Housing provided
Organized excursions and activities
?

*? Financial aid available

www.bu.edu/abroad
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Heights

Eagles swimming dominates Crusaders
ational Complex, seniors Alex Zucco, Dan Lopez,
and JeffBenson, alongwith freshmanDom Boccio,
won the 200-yard medleyrelay.
The three senior co-captains Joe Maloy, Billy
The final outcome of the men's swimming team's
meet against Holy Cross on Tuesday could easily Schwitter, and Colin Scott took first, second, and
be predicted after the first event. Boston College fourth, respectively, in the 1,000-yard freestyle,
came in first and second, six seconds ahead ofHoly their only individual event.
Cross, setting the tone for the 155-124 score in favor
The Eagles swept the top three places in four
ofthe Eagles. The score does not really adequately events: 100- and 200-yard backstroke and butrepresent the meet, though, because a few events terfly. Daniel Donnarumma came in first in the
were unofficial (not scored) for BC. The Eagles
100backstroke, followedby JasonHazzardand Joe
in
Bieze.
In the 200 backstroke, Maloy won, Zucco
every
event,
outswam theCrusaders almost
taktooksecond, and Scan Johnsontookthird. Gregory
ing allbut two events.
"Unless something really goes badly, you know Johnsonwon the 100butterfly followed by Gregory
you are going to win," said BC head coach Tom Kenny and John Stanley. In the 200butterfly, Brett
Groden. "There was nothing negative about it for Bromanntookfirst, ScanRobbins second, and John
either ofus. They swam very well. It was like when Stanley third.
we swam against FSU, we knew they were better,
Seven men finished the season on Tuesday. "I
but we swam great."
was so impressed with the attitude ofthe guysfinTo start off theirfinal meet in the Flynn Recre- ishing their seasontonight. Here theyare, finishing

at a dual meet and they are so excited," Groden
said. Some of the swimmers competing in their
last meet wore Fastskins (a suit specially designed
to emulatethe texture of a shark's skin to improve

Thosewho are continuing their seasonsbut not
swimming at theinvitational are beginning to taper
their practices to get ready for the ACC championship. The men travelto GeorgiaTechFeb. 27, a week

hydrodynamics), which are usually only worn for
big meets.
Because thefinal outcome was not a big concern
for BC, the Eagles used the meet for multiple purposes. "There were a few guys trying for [the ACC
Swimming and Diving Championships], there are
a few for whom this is their last meet, and there
are 13 seniors. We were able to give everyone [for
whom this meet was important] the opportunity to
do what theyneeded to," Groden said.
Now that both the men's and women's teams
have finished their dual meets, they are preparing
for the NewEnglandInvitationalon Saturday. "The
NewEngland Invite is a great opportunity for some
kids who are not swimming at ACCs to have a good
conclusion to the season," Groden said.

after the women.
Groden expressed pleasure at both teams'
seasons. "The captains have just been exceptional
this year. To be honest, it has made it easy. They
have had a great attitude in bringing themselves
and their teams to the deck. This has been such a
spirited group of kids all season long. They have
done a great job supporting each other every meet
- from the raucous noise thatstarted at Northeastern back on Oct. sth, to the equal level of noise at
Rhode Island last Saturday."
The men had a good season and swam well
against some tough teams. They are the only nonscholarship team in the conference; all teams they
face offer scholarships. Still, they have held their
own and finish 7-8. \u25a0

Eagles trump BU in Beanpot

Eagles sustain Hurricanes

By Diana

C. Nearhos

Heights Editor

From Beanpot, B9
playing in the consolationround for the first time
since 1994.
"I've always said it's like flipping a coin," said
BU coach JackParker ofhis team's streak of Beanpot finals coming to an end. "You may do it for a
long time, and then you may not get a chance to
do it again. We've had an unbelievable run It's
uncharted territory for us being in a consolation
game next week."
"BU's been in 13 straight Beanpot finals, and to
advance past them, it was a hard, hard chore for
our team tonight," saidBC coach Jerry York,who is
looking for his thirdBeanpot as Eagles coach.
Gerbe'sfinal goalbrought an end to a wildnight
of hockey. As a precursor to his later heroics, Gerbe
tied the score at three with a power-play goal at
1:02of thethirdperiod. The score came offa strong
shot from Benn Ferriero thatBennett was not able
to control.
Just minuteslater, BC was back on thepower play
and appeared to have taken the lead whenAndrew
Orpik doveandknocked the puck into an open goal.
The goal was ruled good on the ice, but the replay
official determinedthat Brian Gibbons was in the
crease and hit Bennett, nullifying the score.
"One of the things that stood out to me was,
when the goal was disallowed, they took it upstairs
and they reviewed it, but we clearly thought there
was going to be a goal for us," York said. "And when
it goes the other way, your reaction sometimes can
be a little downer. But our team actually came on
from that point on."

...

"It was a huge setback," said Gerbe. "But I
From BC-Miami, B9
thought the coaching staff, coachMike Cavanaugh
and coach Jerry York and coach Greg Brown did jumping out to a 34-13 lead with six minutes
a great job of keeping us composed and worrying left, not succumbing to the various defenses the
about the next shift and just trying to get another Hurricanesthrew at them, including the usually
one, because that wouldhavebeen evenbetter if we
disruptive full-court press.
can get another one right after that."
To combat this, freshman guard Jaclyn
The Terriers struck first when John McCarthy Thoman raced the ball up the sidelines, fired a
took a rebound off of a Brian McGuirk shot away quickbounce pass around her defenderto freshfrom a BC defensemanand scored his second goal of man center Carolyn Swords, who easily scored
the season (both against BC) at 4:40 ofthe first.
on a layup.
Once BC got going, however, it didn't takelong for
Swords, who won ACC Rookie of the Week
theEagles to takethe lead. BC was on an extended honorsfor the third timethis season, ledthe team
four-on-threewhendefensemanAnthony Aiello let with 16points, shooting a perfect eight-of-eight
one rip from just inside the blue line. Bennett was
from the field, despitebeing the main focus ofthe
unableto see the goalthrough traffic and it rocketed Miami defense. She also added seven rebounds
past his right arm to make it 1-1.
and essentially shut down Miami's inside game
Before the band had finished playing, BC had along with freshman forward Stefanie Murphy,
scored again. Ferriero's wrister from the right hash who was one rebound shy of a double-double,
off a sweet pass from Ben Smith put BC on top, scoring 10 points and grabbing nine boards.
2-1.
At halftime, the Eagles had built a 25-point
The Eagles maintained the lead into the second lead, making an astonishing 70 percent of their
period, when a MikeBrennan penalty led to apowershots to a paltry 22 percent by the Hurricanes.
playgoal for BU's Nick Bonino, who shot it past BC Miami, however, was not going to head back to
goalieJohn Muse's right shoulderfor his ninth score Florida without putting up a fight.
ofthe season.
In the second half, the Hurricanes again emMore BC penalties led to another Terrier score. ployed a full-court press, looking more energetic
Brian Gibbons was called off at 6:44 for slashing, and aggressive than in thefirst half. In fact, they
and at 8:27, Gerbe was sent to the box for charging cut off the cross-court passes that had been so
into Bennett on a drive, a call York adamantlyproeffective for the Eagles in the first 20 minutes,
testedto no avail. BU's five-on-three advantageled forcing BC to make offensive adjustments.
to a quick goalby Pete MacArthur, his eighthcareer
Although Miami scoredfour quick points and
goal against BC. The score put BU up 3-2 and setup looked to be gaining some momentum, BC was
Gerbe's great finish. \u25a0
not about to let such a huge halftime lead get

squandered. In response, Thoman set up the
offense, drove to thebasket, and fired a no-look
pass to Brown, who made the layup while being
fouled two minutes into the half.
The Eagles did not seemed fazed by the

halftime changes the Hurricanes made, instead
resorting to shorter, quicker passes that seemed
to work just as effectively as the long ones. With
even more focus on Swords in the second half,
Miami planned to force other members of the
Eagles to beat them, which Brown showed them
she could, scoring 13 points.
Sophomore Mickel Picco added 11 points
of her own off the bench, mostly in the second

half.
Becausethe Eagles had such a large lead, they
were extremely patient on offense in the second
half, allowing the shot clock to wind downbefore
taking a shot.
Swords was also taken out with about 10 minutes to play, and all of the starters were on the
bench with 4:30 remaining in thegame. Even so,
BC outscored Miami 25-22 in the second half to
secure a lopsided victory.
Miami, who onlyshot 27percent from the floor
for the game, was led by guard Maurita Reid in
scoring with nine points.
With so much attention devoted to top-10
powerhouses North Carolina, Maryland, and
Duke, BC has quietly gained a great dealof confidence in its young squad with these victories.
The lady Eagles have a chance to prove they
warrant conversation, as well, with a game
against No. 11 Duke tonight at Conte Forum. \u25a0

BebarnipTogtrsackhome
By Kiernan
Heights Staff

Collins

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Boston Collegecontinued
its success in this year's Beanpot series, as themen's
and women's indoor track teams had impressive

finishes in the Battle for Beantown on Saturday,
Feb. 3.
The women took home the first-place title and
the men finished third in thefirst-ever indoor track
Beanpot, which was held at Harvard's GordonTrack.
The Huskies ofNortheasternwon the men's title.
The ladyEagles dominated the 1-milerun, with
the top three finishers, the 800-meterrun, withfour
of the top six, and the 1,000-meterrun, with the
first two finishers. Overall, the women earned seven
first-place finishes. Most impressive was freshman
Caroline King, who ran an NCAA provisional time
of 4:45.30 in the one mile. This is the fastest time
recorded in theACC this season, and it is the fourth
fastest in BC women's history. Sophomore Jessica
Driscollalso earned an NCAA provisional qualifying
time for the event when she ran a 4:48.11.
In other events, senior Alison Fogarty tookhome

first place in the 400-meter run with a time of
57.49. Sophomore CaitlinBailey won the 500-meter
run with a time of 1:14.06. Sophomore Samantha
Gawrych finished first in the 800, clocking in at
2:11.75, and senior Mary Heitcamp prevailed in the
1,000 with a time of2:51.92.
Additionally, the women's 4x400- and 4xBoo-meter relay teams finishedfirst withrespective times
of3:52.05 and9:08.78.
The men won four events, with senior Josh
Springer placingfirst in the 1000 at 2:29.45. Junior
James LaGreca won the one mile, clocking in at
4:15.58. Freshman Mark Domarackipaced the field
in the 400 with a time of49.52. The Eagles alsotook
home the 4xBoo title, crossing the line at 8:01.12.
Both teams rode the momentum of their fine
showing at the Reebok Boston Indoor Games, in
whichthe womenagain tookhomefirst place, while
the men earned a respectable fifth place.
Next weekend, the ladyEagles will travel to New
York for the New Balance Collegiate Invitational.
The men will race at Boston Universityin the Valentine'sDay Invitational.Each team hopes to build on
the early successes of the young season. \u25a0

BCanouces2008

recuitngclass

By David Amstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

When Jeff Jagodzinski came to Boston College in late December of 2006, he promised
to "raise the bar to the top" by competing for
conferencechampionships and going after "difference-maker"recruits. In his first full season
on the job, he deliveredhalfof that guarantee
on the field by taking the Eagles to their first
ACC championship game, and winning 11 games
- the team's most since 1940.

On Wednesday afternoon, Jagodzinski
attempted to deliver the second part of his
promise, as he announced the Eagles' 2008
signing class. At theNational Signing Day press
conference, Jagodzinksi discussed the group,
consisting of 29 future student-athletes.
"This is an exciting day today for 29 young
men that are goingto be coming to Boston College," Jagodzinski said. "We want smart, tough
guys and we got most that we targeted. We're
real excitedabout our guys."
He then noted, "The guys that are here
wanted tobe here," before discussing individual
positions in more detail.
Quarterbacks
The Eagles signed two quarterbacks for next
season, transfer Codi Bock and high school
senior Justin Tuggle. Bock, whose journey began at Idaho State and continued at American
River Collegebefore enrollingat BC in January,
should "bring maturity and fill a hole at quarterback," Jagodzinski said. The 6-foot-3, 220-pound, dual-threat quarterback is expected to
compete for the starting role with rising senior
Chris Crane. Tuggle, who Jagodzinski saidimmediatelycaught the eye ofquarterbacks-guru
Steve Logan, is expectedto redshirt next fall.
Running Backs
BC signed four running backs to letters-ofintent on Wednesday to replace the void left
by the graduation ofAndre Callenderand L.V.
Whitworth.
Two-star prospectsMontel Harris and Jerry
Kelly andthree-starback Eric Reynolds should
arrive in the summer to compete for playing
time. But all-purpose back Josh Haden, the
prize of the 2008 class, is currently theodds-on
favorite to start at running back next fall. The
5-foot-9, 190-poundprospect, whose brother
Joe started as a true freshman at Florida this
past season, already enrolled at BC in January

...

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.
Write for SPORTS.
Meetings are at 5 p.m. on
Monday in the Eagle's Nest.
E-mail sports@bcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.

Tough luck
in women's
Beanpot
From Beanpot, B8
the first period, BC looked to take an early lead on
play. Meghan Fardelmann deflecteda
Trace Johnson shottoward an open net, but Wilcox
made a nice kick save about seven minutes into the
its first power

contest.

BU wouldget on the boardfirst at even strength,
whenGina Kearns, wide open on the doorstep, deposited a JilliaKirchner pass into an open net for a
1-0 lead at 13:19.
Schaus single-handedlykept theEagles close in
the second period, stopping 10 shots on three BU
power plays in the frame, as the game remained 1-0
despite BU's 26-13 shot advantage going into the
third period.
"I think Molly Schaus is the best goalie in the
country by far," King said. "She continues to do it
day in and day out."
The sophomoregoaltender'sefforts wererewardedwhenStack madea nice feed from behindthe net
to Fardelmann, whobeat Wilcox low at 4:32 of the
third period to even up the score at 1-1.
BC continued to apply pressure on the Terriers
until BC's Erin Blood was called for hitting from
behind, after which BU put the game out ofreach
for good. \u25a0

to participate in spring practice.

Receivers
The Eagles signed just two wide receivers,
Colin Larmond of New Jersey and ClydeLee of
Texas. The Eagles expect Larmond to become
a red-zone threat in the future because ofhis
outstanding size and speed. According to Ri-

vals.com, the 6-foot-3 Larmond runs a 4.41
40-yard dash. The web site lists him as a high
three-star receiver. Lee, another three-star,
caught 76 passes as a senior, and will arrive
on campus as a slot receiver. At tight end, BC
signed two players, Chris Pantale and Michael
Stone. Rivals ranks the 6-foot-5Pantale as the
20th best tight end in the country.
Offensive and Defensive Lines
Playing off his solid reputation as an offensive line coach, Jagodzinski signed three
linemen. Four-star tackle Mike Goodman of
Miami headlines the list, while three-startackles Emmett Cleary and PatrickNeumann should
provide depth. Jagodzinski said that all three
players will have the opportunity to come in
and play, muchlike freshman AnthonyCastanzo
did in 2007. On the other side of the ball, BC
signed five linemen, including four defensive
ends. The signatures of three-starsNick Halloran, Kaleb Ramsey, and Max Holloway, and
two-star Christian Klein give the Eagles the
18thbest classfor defensive ends, according to
Rivals. Two-star Bryan Murray of Maryland is
the Eagles' lone defensive tackle.
Linebackers
The Eagles signed outsidelinebackers Nick
Clancy and Anthony DiSanzo. Clancy, a high
three-star prospect from Chicago, is ranked as
one of the 10 best players in Illinois by recruiting guru Tom Lemming. He was named the
East SuburbanCatholic Conference's defensive
player of the year in 2007. DiSanzo, another
three-star linebacker, comes from Don Bosco
Prep and will look to follow in the footsteps of
rising senior Brian Toal.
Defensive Backs
Following the loss of starters of Jamie
Silva, DeJuan Tribble, and Taji Morris, BC
signed a team-recordeight defensivebacks on
Wednesday. Four-star safety Okechukwu Okoroha headlinesthe list. Rivals ranks the 6-foot
prospect as the fourth best "ball-skills" safety
in the country.
When he arrives in the summer, Okoroha will
have the opportunity to compete at free safety.
Three-star Stephen Atkinson, and two-stars
Donte Elliott and Dominick LeGrande round
out the incoming safety corps for the Eagles.
Three-star prospects Donnie Fletcher, Chris
Hayden-Martin, Isaac Johnson, and Ugo Okpara will try to replace Tribble and Morris at
cornerback next fall.
Special Teams
Kicker Ryan Quigley out ofSouth Carolina
rounds out the recruiting class for BC, which
Jagodzinksi said he is looking forward to
coaching next season. "It'll be fun to be able
to develop these guys and see where they end
up four or five years from now," he said. \u25a0
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The Week Ahead

Standings

Men's hockey defeated BU in overtime to advance to the Beanpot
final against Harvard on Monday.
Women's hockeyplays Northeastern
in the Beanpot consolation game.
In a Tobacco Road match-up, men's
basketball travels down to Duke.
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David Amstutz

8-5-2
8-5-2

Ira Berman

It was either a disappointingor exciting weekend depending on who you
ask: The Pats' perfect season came
pulled through the big game. Men's
basketball lost to both UNC and
Clemson, dropping BC to 12-8.

Guest Editor:
Lan Thomas
Photo Editor

"The Beanpot's worth scheduling second
semesterclasses around."

This Week's Games

Jessica Isner

David Amstutz

Sports Editor

Assoc. Sports Editor

Duke

Women's Hockey: BC vs. New Hampshire
Men's Basketball:Boston College vs. Duke
NCAA Men's Basketball:Clemson vs. North Carolina

Women's Basketball and Track
Freshman center Carolyn Swords was named ACC Rookie
of the Week. This is the third time this season that Swords
hasreceivedthisaward. Swords led theEaglesto two victories
this week. Swords had her fifth double-doubleof the season
Monday when she had 18 points and 10 rebounds against
Clemson. She also scored 16 points and had seven rebounds
in the win over Miami.
The ACC also namedfreshman distance runner Caroline
King Indoor Track and Field Performer of the Week. At the
Beanpot Saturday,King ran a 4:45.30 in the 1 mile, receiving
a first placefinish. The time ranks her first in the ACC for the
event this season.

Football

Women's Basketball:Boston College vs. Duke
Men's Hockey: Boston College vs. Harvard

BCnotes

Recap from Last Week

Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

Lan Thomas
Photo Editor
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BC

BC

BC

be

unh

unh

be

unh

Duke

Duke

Duke

Duke
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UNC
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UNC

Boston College's reputation for having superb student
athletes showed yet again this past week. Four members of
the football team were named to the ACC's All-Academic
football team. Place-kicker Steve Aponavicius, offensivetackle
Anthony Castonzo, linebacker Mark Herzlich, and defensive
end Nick Larkin were the four players named.
To be consideredfor the award, a player must have had
at least a 3.00 GPA in the previous semester and also have
a cumulative3.00 GPA throughout his academic career. The
Eagles were tied for the second most players on the team
behind Duke's five selections.

Despite loss, Oates
makes a big impact
Ryan Kiracofe

Mired in a five-gameACC losing streak and
in a complete free fall, it's easy to be harsh on
the men'sbasketball team.
Indeed, in the losing streak we'vebeen
out-muscled, outrun, out-positioned, and outthought, and every single one of our flaws has
been exposed for the nation to see - if anyone

is still watching.
These Eagles, however, are young and learning. Coach Al Skinner is one of the conference's best, and for years he's gotten his teams
to, without fail, play the game his way. This
team will get better.
A rare constant for the Eagles this year
has been the intensity of senior forward John
Oates. Oates comes with his game face on every
night and plays with an attitudethat opposing
coaches and players have to respect.
Sure, that attitude comes with a price; we
all know of his problems defendingbig men
downlow (see Roy Hibbert ofGeorgetown in
the NCAA tournament last year and UNC's
Tyler Hansbrough just last week).
And yes, occasionally,his hands grappling
for a rebound are like a gorillatrying to get
hold of a wet bar of soap. But in games like
Wednesday's against Maryland, Oates's intensity is virtually all that keeps the Eagles in the
game.
Tonight, Oates was everywhere.Blocking
shots, hustling for rebounds, evenrecording a
few steals. This is in addition to his 17 points in
the first half.
Playinginspired basketball in front of a typically uninspired (and embarrassingly empty)
BC student section, for one night Oates was
most everything the Eagles needed him to be.
A perfect game?No. A perfect player? Absolutely not. But a guy who puts his heart on
the line and plays with intensity every night?
As much as some might hesitate to admit it,
definitely.
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His points came from outside early, but in
the second half, he picked up a couple ofnice
buckets underneath in the second half. In the
second half, Oates also concentrated more on
distributing the ball and grabbing rebounds.
"If I'm scoring, that's great, but if I'm not,
that's just as good I'm trying to help my
teammates, and I just want the win," Oates
said.
Oatesfinished with four rebounds, three
blocks, and 21 points on eight-for-eightshoot-

...

ing.

"Tonight was clearly one ofJohn's better
games," Skinner said. "I was really happy with
his play. It's just a shame to not take advantage
of the things he brought to the table. Still, an
outstandingperformance from him, on the offensive end in particular."
"I think a lot of it has to do with the guys
I play with. Tyrese [Rice], Biko [Paris], Tyler
Roche it's them setting me up," Oates said.
"I just go to where I know I'm going to be open,
and tonight it worked out."
Early in the season, Oates struggled with his
new role on a team that lost threeof its best
players to the NBA.
"I had kind of slipped into a modewhere
I thought I was a senior, I gotta do this and
that," he said. "It didn't really click for me
until I realized that my role hadn't really
changed. Now I'm more focused on defense
and rebounding, and all I know I can do. That's
probably why I've started playing better lately."
Simply put, as John Oates goes, so go the
Eagles.
So although at times Oates's fumbling rebounds and egregious tattoos might seem like
a burden, they just may be the best burden we
have.

...

Ryan Kiracofe is afreshman in the CarrollSchool of
Management. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
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Asst. SportsEditor
So close to a victory, yet it just wasn'tenough.
The Eagles dropped theirfifth straight ACC game
last night, 70-65, at the hands of the Maryland
Terrapins in front of a lacklustercrowd at Conte
Forum. The loss drops the Eagles' ACC record to
3-5 and almost certainly ends their chances of
gaining an at-large NCAA tournament bid.
Despite the loss, the Eagles looked much better than in theirprevious twocontests, which they
lostby 22 points apiece. Head coach Al Skinner
moved away from his comfort zone and went with
a different starting lineup for the first time all
season. Senior forward John Oates and freshman
guard Biko Paris replaced sophomore forwards
Tyler Roche and Shamari Spears as starters.
Oates responded to the promotion and came
out firing, scoring the Eagles' first eight points of
the first half with two 3-pointers and a layup.
Oates finishedthe halffive-for-five from threepoint range and with 17 points.
Oates, who is averaging 3.6 points per game
this season, finished with a career-high21 points
and five 3-pointers. Oates also finished with three
blocks and two rebounds.
Usually the leading scorer on most stat sheets,
an unusually nonexistent Tyrese Ricefinished the
halfwith three points. Rice came out of the game
with 3:12 left to go in the half with what was later
describedas a stiff back. He did not return in the
halfanddidnot come out of thelocker room until
the second half began.
The Eagles went into halftime down by two,
trailing the Terrapins 36-34.
In the second half, the Eagles picked up where
they left off. With four points from both Rakim
Sanders and Tyrelle Blair, and an authoritative
slam dunk from Oates, the Eagles led the game
48-47 with 13:46 left to play.
Maryland refused to go away though, and
stormed away on a 10-0 run to bring the score
to 57-48.
"A couple of turnovers created some op-

portunities in transition. We did not offer any
resistance [and gave them] too many easy opportunities," Skinner said in light of the run.
Sophomoreguard Greivis Vasquez led the attack, scoring eight straightpoints during the Terrapins' run. Vasquez caused most of the problems
for the Eagles all night, finishing with 25 points
on 64 percent shooting and eight assists. Vasquez
has scored in double figures in 21 of Maryland's
23 games this season.
"Vasquez had an outstandinggame. He got real
comfortable and shot the ball real well," Skinner said. "We did not do a goodjob [defending]
him at all and, like I said, he just ran the show
all night."
A 10-point deficit at hand, the Eagles refused
to go away quietly. With 3:05 left, Rice hit a 3pointer to bring the score to 66-60 in Maryland's
favor. Forward Josh Southern then hit a layup
following a Maryland turnover by guard Eric
Hayes. Vasquez turned the ball over yet again
on the ensuing possession, leading to a Rice
3-pointer and a one-point deficitfor the Eagles
with 1:38 to play.
Hayesresponded with a 3-pointer ofhis own.
Down by four, Rice then drove the lane, only to be
smotheredby the Terrapin defense. Although he
found Sanders at the top ofthe key, Skinner called
a timeout which negated the 3-pointer Sanders
ended up hitting. Sanders missed a 3-pointer
coming out of thetimeout and the Terrapins went
on to victory.
"Our defense was not what we needed it to
be [tonight]," Skinner said. "Any time a team
shoots 61 percent against you [in the second
half], you're not defending very well."
Rice added, "When you're on a losing
streak, your mindset has to be a littledifferent.
You have to concentrate a little bit more, assert
yourself a little more and be more ready to play
before a game starts. I felt as if we were not
ready at the very beginning, but then we picked
it up [and] luckily Oates came out and scored
the first eight and got us out of the hole." \u25a0
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Despite a career-high 21 points from senior John Oates, the Eagles couldn't close the deal against Maryland and fall to 3-5 in conference play.
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Numbers to Know

2
Goals scored by juniorforward
Nathan Gerbe in Monday's
Beanpot semifinal win against
BU, including the gamewinner
at 7:15 of overtime.

EatgloleveGasBFrodimbsanp't inals
By

3

- It was just another
typical night in the Boston College-Boston Universityrivalry.
That is to say, it was a classic backand-forthbattlethatrequired more than
60 minutes to settle.
BC defeatedBU, 4-3, in overtime on
Monday night in the first round of the
Beanpot before a sellout crowd of 17,565
at TD Banknorth Garden.
Nathan Gerbe scored the winning
goal at 7:15 of overtime to send the
Eagles to the Beanpot championship
game on Monday against Harvard, who
defeated Northeastern, 3-1, in the first
game. BU will play Northeastern in the
consolation game.
Gerbe's goal came after a shot from
Carl Sneep was denied by BU goaltender Brett Bennett. The rebound went
to BC's Brian Gibbons, who flicked it
over to Gerbefor the winner, a shot over
Bennett'sleft shoulder. Gerbe then dove
onto the ice in celebrationof defeating
the Terriersin what some havecalledthe
BU Invitational due to BU's long-time
dominanceof the event.
"It was a quick shot at the net," Gerbe
said ofhis winner, his 21st ofthe season.
"Brian Gibbons did a great job of deflecting the puck across thehash marks
there to me and I just tried to shoot the
puck as soon as possible and luckilyI got
it over the glove of Bennett."
"It lookedlike it was up top," Bennett
said. "Oneoftheir guys threwit up at the
net and it hit one of their players. And
thenall I saw, someoneon theirteam got
the puck right to my glove side."
BU has won theprevious three Beanpots, 11 of the past 13, and 28 overall in
the 56-year oldtournament. BU will be
BOSTON, Mass.

Number of times the freshman
forward Carolyn Swords has
won the ACC Rookie of the
Week award this season.

4:45.30
Freshman distance runner
Caroline King's mile time at
Saturday's Beanpot. The time
is the top in the ACC this
season.

29
Total number of players who
signed letters of intent to play
football for Boston College
next season.

Talk of the Heights

"Hopefully, our
fans will support
us. The BC fans
disappeared
tonight. I don't
know what
happened to them."
?Greivis Vasquez,
Maryland guard,
criticizing the poor
showing ofBCfans at
Wednesday's game

HOCEKEY AST
Standings
Overall
As of Feb. 6
12-4-1
New Hampshire
Boston College
8-4-6
Providence
9-5-3
Northeastern
9-7-2
UMass-Lowell
7-7-4
Vermont
6-6-5
University
Boston
7-8-3
Massachusetts
5-8-5
4-10-3
Maine
Merrimack
4-12-2

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Juniorforward Nathan Gerbe scores the game-winninggoal against BU at 7:15 of overtime to advance the Eagles to the Beanpot final.

WOMEB
N'S ASKETBALL

Zach Wielgus
Heights Editor
From the singing of the "Star Spangled Banner," it appeared the theme of
Sunday's women's basketball game between Boston College and Miami would
be performing above expectations; a
9 -year old gave an impressive rendition
that even former American Idol semifinalist and BC forward AylaBrown must
have been astoundedby.
From the opening tip, BC controlled
the game, displaying nice accuracy in
passing to find the open player for an
easybasket, especially across the court.
The team also set a fast tempo that
caters well to its style of play, leading to
a decisive 70-42 victory over the rival
Hurricanes.
It is this mixture of fast-paced yet
patient offense with stingy defensethat
has allowedthe women'sbasketball team
to rattle off 10 wins in its last 12 games,

improving its record to 17-5 overall and
5-2 in the ACC.
What is even more impressive, however, is the starting lineup the lady
Eagles are using to win games: four un-

derclassmen -including threefreshmen
- start for BC, leavingjust junior guard
Brittanny Johnson as the lone veteran
presence on the floor at tip-off.
On paper, they should be struggling
to keep up in a powerful conference like
their male counterparts are, yet this
infusion of youth has brought a significant amount of enthusiasmand energy
with it.
Miami had no answer early, making
just two shots in the first eight minutes
against an aggressive and relentless
Eagles defense, leading to a 22-7 score.
The Eagles seemed very confidentin
their ability to match up well against
LAN THOMAS/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

See BC-Miami, B6

Duke

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Juniorforward Meghan Fardelmann's lone goal could not help the Eagles skate past BU.
By Jeffrey Weinstein

Time to travel down to Tobacco Road
again for another ACC match-up. The
Eagleshope to get back on track in ACC
play against the nation's No. 3 team.

Saturday, Feb. 9th, at 1 p.m.

Freshman forward Carolyn Swords went 8-8 to lead the Eagles with 16 points Sunday.

Defending champs won't three-peat

Men's Basketball

-

See Beanpot, B6
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Boston
vs
College

Dan Cagen

Heights Staff

Heights Senior Staff
BOSTON, Mass. - It was a familiar
sight for the Eagles.For the second time
this season, Boston Collegehad to watch
an up-and-coming Boston University
squad celebrate at the center ice of Walter Brown Arena.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Yet this time, the reality of BU's
third-ever win over BC coming in the
firstround of the30th women's Beanpot
may make thisloss more memorablethan
the 3-2 defeat on Dec. 6, 2007.
For thefirst time since 2004, BC will
not play in the Beanpot final.
"It's our job to make a name for
ourselves," said BU head coach Brian

Successful signing day for Jags
Jagodzinskiannounces his new recruiting
class for the upcoming season. B6

Durocher, "and winning games like this
certainlyhelps the cause."
Despite a gritty effort from BC
goaltenderMolly Schaus (31 saves), the
Eagles' penalty woes caught up to them
in the third period, just when they were
starting to play theirbest hockey of the
night. The Terriers scored two powerplay goals in a 44-second span to turn
a tic game into a 3-1 win.
It was a game thatproved the rivalry
betweenBU andBC is every bit as tenacious in the women's game as it is in the
men's, with goals hard to come by and
plenty of hitting after the whistle.
But one short sequence of events
midwaythrough the thirdperiodproved
decisive in the outcome ofthe game.
With the Eagles on the penalty kill,
BC forwardKelli Stackreceived a clearance at center ice and skated in for a
short-handed breakaway. Stack was
harassedjust enoughto not get a clean
shot off, and BU raced the other way.
On a partial breakaway, Julie Poulin
passed up a shot and made a nifty pass
to Jonnie Bloemers, who fired the puck
into the gaping netto give the Terriers a

Eagles sufferfifth straight loss

BC put up a fight down the stretchbut ultimatelyfell to
its fifth consecutive ACC loss against Maryland.B7

2-1 lead at 8:18 of thethird period.
"I think we startedoffthat thirdperiod with a bang," King said. "I think it
was a great first couple minutes for us,
and then [the goal] changed it back to
going their way."
At 8:28, BC again found itself on the
penaltykill whenLauren Wiedmeierwas
calledfor tripping.
On their next shot, BU would have a
two-goal lead.
Off a faceoff win, Poulin fired a shot
through a mess of players from both
teams and into the top corner ofthe net
at 9:02for BU's secondpower-playgoal
ofthe night.
Coming into the game, BC knew it
needed to contain BU's stellar powerplay unit and test standout goaltender
Allyse Wilcox (1.78 goals against average).
YettheTerriersfrustrated theEagles
early on in the neutral zone, forcing BC
to take penalties, and Wilcox was solid
when she needed to be.
With the game scoreless early on in

See Women's Beanpot, B6
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+News & Notes

Second pinion
AO
This weekend was marked by the Super Bowl, television's
most-watched program of the year. While the main attraction
is, of course, the National Football League championship, the
gamehas also become a showcasefor the advertising and music
industries to pull out all the stops to capitalize on the extensive
audienceat hand. This yearproved to be a huge success for both,
as the game logged its largest ratings in history - 97.45 million
Joseph Neese |
viewers. (These numbers are only surpassed by the viewership
for the 1983finale of M*A*S*H.)
While I was excitedfor many performers, including the divineAliciaKeys, I was especiallylooking forwardto seeingthe great Paula Abdul, who madeherfirst livetelevisedperformance in overa decade, singingher new single "DanceLike There's No Tomorrow."
Abdul's performance beganwith an upbeat percussion entrance. A large group of background dancers swarmedthe stage, lifting her up secretly from their center. What started
off with a bang and great choreography,however,would quickly go downhill.
Abdul left much to be desired, considering the fact that she garnered her fame from her
skilled choreography.Although she now clocks in at 45 years old, she should still have
some ofher signature moves left in her; a dancer'stalent just doesn'tfade awaythat easily.
But, Abdul proceeded to walk around, striking poses, utilizing a very stylized jazz walk,
and finally throwing her hat into the audience. The choreographyrepresented that of an
elementaryjazz class - anyone could have been that boring.
In contrast to Abdul, her dancers sported some excitingchoreography. It is likely that
she choreographedthe dance, so it was perplexing to watchher not join in and play with a
fake microphone on the front of the stage.
To her credit, Abdul was clearly having a lot of fun, as she captivated the stage with
an engrossingperformance. And, in a sleek top, she looked as beautiful as ever. And, although her vocals are less engaging than they were before, taking on a smaller range,
"Tomorrow" is a very engaging first single. It is sure to be a top track in clubs around
the country, with a well-produced beat.

The Calendar
Sunday

Thursday
CAT POWER
Orpheum Theatre

MY FAIR LADY
Opera House

QDOBA RICE AND BEANPOT
Paradise Rock Club

SISSEL
Berklee Performance Center

Friday
Monday

DR. JOHN
Regattabar
RAIN: THE BEATLES EXPERIENCE
Colonial Theatre

ARTS & REVIEW MEETING
Eagle's Nest

EXTREME BINGO NIGHT
The Chocolate Bar
PARANOID SOCIAL CLUB
Harpers Ferry

Tuesday

Saturday

JAM
Gasson Hall

TRIVIA NIGHT
The O'Connell House
LOVER'S DATING GAME SHOW
Vanderslice Cabaret Room
SPIRITUAL REZ

Wednesday

Harpers Ferry

reoug rapevine
thThG

WILL FERRELL
Conte Forum

RAQ
Paradise Rock Club

EditorO
s' bsessions
\u25ba Tue Tran, Layout Editor
AlthoughPaula wouldneverwin American Idol, her new single, "Dance Like
There's No Tomorrow" is catchy and will
make you want to move your feet. The
sound is a throwback to Paula's vibe in
the '80s. Just take this song with a grain of
mindlessfun.
\u25ba Jen Roach, SpecialProjects Editor
YaelNairn is just one on a laundry listof
great up-and-coming artists of the past year,
who have made it big thanks to the newest
string ofupbeat Mac commercials. Her song
"New Soul," featured in the new Macßook
Air campaign, hit No. 1 this week on the
iTunes Top Songs list.
\u25ba Zach Wielgus, Asst. Copy Editor
The winner of Best Supporting Actor
at the Oscars should be Philip Seymour
Hoffman. His incredible performance in
Charlie Wilson s War was one of the film's
few bright spots. This is his second nomination, and his status as oneof the elite actors in the business should be confirmed.
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With Jennifer Lopez's due date quickly approaching, her father revealed that the singer
is expecting twins with hubby Marc Anthony.
David Lopezrevealed the privateinformation on
Escandalo TV (Telefutura TV). He explains "the
thing is in my family, my sister also had twins,
so it's a hereditarything." David then expressed
how proud he is ofhis daughter and how J. Lo
has wanted to be a mother for many years. The
first gifts for the twins have alreadybeen picked
out. It is a custom in Puerto Rico to buy azabache
bracelets - ones made ofblack stone - to protect
children from the evil eye.
Last week Britney Spears was hospitalized
for mental observation and it looks like
she will remain there until at least
Valentine's Day. With Spears in the
hospital, her parents are working to
take control of their daughter's life
and get things back on track. Her
father Jamieand his lawyer were
granted control over Spears's
care and her assets. On Tuesday, mom Lynne was granted
a restraining order against
Britney's "manager" Sam
Lutfi. The request, which has
been released to the public,
describesthe chaotic scenes
from last week in Lynne's
own words. On Jan. 28,
Britney's family staged
an intervention during
which Britney talked
like a young girl and

s' with Meghan Thomson

changedoutfits various times.Lynne claims "Mr.
Lutfi has druggedBritney. He has cut Britney's
home phone lines and removed her cell-phone
charger. He claims to control everything." According to the document, Lutfi has been grinding up medication, Risperdol and Seroquel, for
Spears and putting them in her food. Lynnerefers
to the medication as Risperdol, but according
to People magazine's investigation, there is no
such drug. "Risperol is a sleeping medication,
and Risperdal is an anti-pyschotic drug." And
Seroquel is prescribed to treat bipolar disorder.
Lutfi threatened Lynne, saying that if she tried
to get rid of him, "she'llbe dead and I'll piss on
her grave." It looks as though Spear's parents
intervenedat theright time, and Ihopethings
will go uphill for Britney and her family,
Michelle Williams finally broke her
silence on the loss of her ex-husband
andthe father ofher daughter Matilda,
Heath Ledger. "Myheart is broken,
Please respect our need to grieve
privately." Referring to her 2year-old daughter, Williams
adds that all she "can cling
to is his presence inside
herthatrevealsitself every
day." The media circus
around Ledger's passing
seems to have settled as
his family returned home
to Australia. Hopefully OF
people will respect Williams's
wishes and let her be at this difficult time.
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+TV
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What We're Watching
By Molly

Griffin

For The Heights

The writers'strikerobbed of us our Golden Globes this year, but the Grammys won't
go down. As the50thannual broadcastofthis
prestigious awardceremony approaches, the
RecordingAcademy is preparingfor the night
of glamour we'vebeen craving. Sure, we
might have heard these songs a trilliontimes
by now and are about ready to explode, but
there'sstill plenty to watchfor: performances,
bad red-carpet fashion, and whether Amy
Winehouse gets hervisa approved in timefor
the show. Tune in to catch all the euphonious
action this Sunday at 8 p.m. on CBS.
As if there wasn't enough sex in the
city the first time -Lipstick Junglepreyy mieres tonight at 10 p.m. on NBC.
Lost is exactly what you'll bk if
you miss even one epusode from the
new season, airing tonight at 9/p.m.
on ABC.

\J/

Stone-Cold ?Faith?
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with Assoc. Editor Blair Thill
Fooled by the American Idol promos
during Sunday's Super Bowl, I tuned into
FOX Tuesday night expecting to see the
bright lights of Hollywood. 1 settled onto
my futon with a bag of PepperidgeFarm
cookies and a bottle of water. As I waited
for the palm trees to appear on the screen
in front ofme, I was surprisedto hear Ryan
Seacrest utter the words, "Welcometo the
ATL." I was confused, shocked, and a little
bit hurt. But once the auditions openedin
the last stop on the American Idol tour, I
fell in love with Atlanta and it became my
favorite audition city of season seven.
The show openedwith a homecoming
for Ryan Seacrest, as his parents made a
guest appearancefor the first time in Idol
history. The two looked relativelynormal,
making one wonder exactly how Ryan,
the overworked, over-plucked wonder
child came to be. I digress, as the stars
of American Idol are not the judges nor
Seacrest, but the people who audition.

/

BC TUBE

can pinpoint the moment when

I realized that the writers' strike
had ruined my taste in television. I
mean, I do possess a penchant for
certain types of questionablematerial, such
as The Bachelor or The Singing Bee, so I
cannot pretend my taste has always been
top-notch. But the moment I decided that
the '80s has-been George Michael singing
his hit "Faith" was reason enough to watch
the new ABC series, Eli Stone, I knew I was a goner. Not that my terrible taste deterred me
from recording the show - because it didn't. The sad fact of the matter is that this is what
survival has come to during this strike - Lost and GeorgeMichael.
For those ofyou who werenot sucked inby the mere presence of an '80s pop star, let me
give you the lowdown on Eli Stone. Newcomer Johnny Lee Millerplays the title character,
a ruthless lawyer who has it all. He's got the money, the style, and of course thebeautiful
blondefiancee. He is neveronce botheredby his lack ofmorals - untilhe hears the music.
Cue George Michael, the ever-presentforce ofthe pilot episode. The song "Faith" is supposed to represent the change in Eli's life. The elaboratelychoreographed dancing scene
in Stone's lawfirm on the other hand? That was just unnecessary.
To prove he heard the music, Eli helps awoman sue the drug company that he was supposed to be representing. It just so happens that he once had a one-night stand with this
woman, thereby setting up a second love interestfor him. More chaos ensues as you get
deeper and deeper intothe episode,and trolleys start randomlyappearingin Eli's life.And of
course there is the light-bulb moment that accounts for the entireseries - it may justbe that
Eli Stone is a modern dayprophet - or maybe it's
just the character'sbrain aneurism, time will tell.
1 was almost positive that hell would freeze over
before anyone wouldliken a lawyer to a prophet,
but alas, I have been proved wrong.
Unfortunately, it looks as though Eli Stone is
a one-trick pony, centering on just one joke. The
acting is a similar story, with Miller portraying
Stone one-dimensionally. The only savior? The
aptly named Loretta Divine, who plays Stone's
snarky assistant. She provides some real comedy
to an otherwise-stale plotline. As a prophet of
television though, 1 don't think even Ms. Divine
can save Stone from its eventual cancellation.

Atlanta showed its true colors through its
smattering of superb talent. Three women
specificallystood out among the hordesof
talent, and charmed the judges for three
very different reasons.
In all honesty, I personally found the
first standout, Brooke Helvie,to be rather
obnoxious. The beauty queen sat in the
audition line, brushing her hair to waste
the time away. You could see the concentration on her face as she counted the
brush strokes, making herway to 100.The
18-year-oldstrutted into theroom eagerto
prove that she was unlike other pageant
girls. Although I believe she failed to do
that, she did succeed in capturing Simon's
attention as he ogled herlike a creepy old
man. Much to my dismay, she also got the
golden ticket.
Asia'h Epperson captured more than
Simon's heart during her audition, as she
revealed that her father had died just two
days before. She changed her audition
to sing the LeAnn Rimes classic, "How
Do I Live," breaking down before she
could finish the song. Luckily, her talent outshined her misfortune, as Simon,
Randy, and a tear-streaked Paula let her
through to Hollywood. But if I were to
choose the best audition of the season,
I would have to direct you to contestant
Amanda Overmyer. Amanda channeled
the spirit of Janis Joplin, soulfully crooning "Travelin' Band" in front of the trio.
She is completely differentthan any other
Idol contestantin thepast, andmy current
pick to make it to thefinals.

CLOSE-UP
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American
Gladiator's
Hulk Hogan
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with Sally Holmes

As co-host ofNBC's American Gladiators,not only does Hulk Hogan weara man-vest
(and only a man-vest), which accentuates his very bulging muscles, he also offers many
words of wisdom to his contestants. So far, the audience was able to see Hulk evoke his
innerpoet, as he comparedthe struggle between one contestant andher gladiatorduring the
"HangTough" challenge to "an orangutan pulling down a little teeny squirrel monkey." He
consoled the same contestant saying that shehad been "swinging like a gorillachasing a stock
ofbananas." Aside from his ape images, Hogan brings a level of intensity and beastliness
fitting to a show whose tagline is "bigger and badder than ever." Viewers are also able to
witness Hogan looking almost small on the same screen as 6-foot-1, 205-pound, "Viking"
Helga,whothreatensher contestants with a "Vikingfuneral," and 6-foot-8,290-poundJustice,
with his "20-inch guns." Hogan stays well away from the real gladiator action, safe on the
sidelines interviewing the feisty (leaner) contestants, and working on his metaphors.
THURSDAY, FEBURARY 7, 2008 the SCENE
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Chart Toppers

reaDlizdmsnotw'hquite Static'

Songs
1."Low"

By Pat Irish
Heights Editor
JackJohnson'smusichas the abilityto take
you back to a place so simple and so quiet
that you beginto question whether it actually
once existed. Sleep Through the Static is no
exception. It's relaxing- almostto the point of
therapeutic - and, at times, utterly charming.
But Johnson'scharismatic vocals only go so
far. The album makes an honest
attempt to lull you towarda dream
world from the very start, but
without good imagery or inspired
guitarriffs, it never quite reaches
it, rendering the album's title a
little tooprophetic for comfort.
The songs off Sleep Through
the Static all too often resemble
the simplistic, kid-friendly lullabies from the Curious George soundtrack.
Much like Curious Georgefrantically searching for the Man in the Yellow Hat during a
time of panic and uncertainty, Johnsonfinds
himselfin a similarsituationas he triesto hone
in on the inspired voice - both musically and
lyrically - that secured him a spot as one of
today's most talented songwriters.
Johnson's fourth studio release opens up
with "All At Once," a promising song that
delivers. It brings the listener in with a basic
formula: gentleguitar riffs with a simple cord
progression, Johnson's engaging vocals and
melodies, and lyrics thatreally are quite good.
There's somethingto be saidabouta musician
who can so easilynudge his listeners in the
direction of personal reflection, and Johnson
always managesto accomplish this feat in this
fashion. It's the same formula that has been
triedand testedon his previous albums, but in
the end somehowmanages to falter on Sleep
Through the Static.
This failed because, in the past, Johnson
made a point to surroundthese types ofsongs
with others that had a kick to them, like
"Taylor" or "Do You Remember" - songs
that soared musicallydue to guitar licks laden
with hammer-onsandexcessive slides, which

oMinndwutshicNWole ong
Like many viral video sensations, it started
on YouTube. Except instead of some guy singing in his basement to his Webcam or animated
creatures searching for Candy Mountain, it's a
polished music video with a political call for
unity and change. I typically hate talkingpolitics, but it's pretty hard not to with a presidential
4

Flowßidaft.T-Pain

2. "No One"
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Alicia Keys
3. "With You"

Chris Brown
4. "Apologize"

Timbalandft. One...
5. "Don't Stop The Music"
Rihanna

Albums
I.Juno

courtesyfpmi.k
allowed for Johnson to take a few occasional
vocal liberties. There is little song variation
on Sleep Through the Static. This, coupled
with the album's wintry cover and of course
its release in early February, gives the album
a cold, confined feeling, much like that found
during ablizzard. By the end, the listenerfinds
himselfsuffering from cabin fever.
But the appropriately titled "What You
Thought You Need" gives hope. Well-written
and performed on every front, it is incredibly catchy. It feels like an older song off On
andOn or maybe
even In Between
Dreams. Tracks
like "Angel" and
"Enemy" also
help redeem this
album. "Angel"
is a soft, slow
love song with
some of the best lyrics of the album, while
"Enemy" is a gem because its melody and the
way Jackson's vocals fluctuate bring in the
listener quickly upon the first verse.
The other songs, though not without their
moments, are very similar and too apt to blend

together. Each song has a lyric or two thattruly
are memorable, but in the midst of so many
that are not, the songs do not stand out.
Sleep Through the Static ultimately serves
as perfectbackground music. Therein liesthe
problem. While Johnson's other albums can
fulfill this function, they are capable ofso much
more, like beautifullyarticulating an idealistic
picture of the world while also pointing out
its flaws in such a way that the listener longs
for change. At the very least, they motivate
j the listenerto click the repeat button once the
albumfinishes.
'Sleep Through
to
the Static does
mot accomplish
?any of these
things.
The most
impressive aspect of Sleep
Through the Static is that, according to the
last page of its jacket, the entire album was
recorded using 100 percent solar energy.
While Johnson's latest effort is certainly going green, it shows no signs of deserving to
go gold. C+

election going on. Even in a music column,
there's room for political debate.
"Yes We Can" makes lyrics out of a speech
Democratic presidential candidateSen. Barack
Obama gave after the 2008 New Hampshire
primary. Released last week, the music video
features a melange ofcelebritiestalking, singing, or strumming along with Obama's words
as footagefrom the speech is intersplicedin and
out ofthe black-and-whiteframe.
Produced by Will.i.am of the Black Eyed
Peas, the song has an inspirational and catchy
tune, an interesting concept, and is an effective
way ofreaching out to young voters and YouTube-aholics. Celebrities in the video include
John Legend, Common, Scarlett Johansson,
Herbie Hancock, Tatyana Ali, Nick Cannon,

Taryn Manning, and Nicole Scherzinger.
Obama's campaign played no part in the
production of the video; it is all part of what I
would like to call a wheatgrass-roots movement
in support of the candidate. That is, with all of
these celebrities involved, they are bringing
political discussion and awareness to new audiences. That being said, I feel conflictedbecause
while watching the video, instead of listeningto
the actual speech, I spent most ofthetimetrying
to recognize who is who, because they are all
faces you have seenbefore butcan'tremember
where (clues: Brit's galpal in Crossroads, a
Pussycat Doll, McDreamy's ex-wife, Ross's
girlfriend,Will's 111' cousin Ashley). Johansson
is the only one to don a headset and sing into a
microphone, so you're thinking "Oh, she sings

"There is spo)£thsns

Soundtrack

2. As I Am

Alicia Keys
3. Pocketful of Sunshine
Natasha Bedingfield
4. Growing Pains
Mary J. Blige
5. In Rainbows
Radiohead
SOURCE: BILLBOARD.COM
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Widespread
Panic
Free Somehow
Widespread Records

Michael Jackson

Thriller: 25th Anniv.
Deluxe Edition
Sony

ALL ALBUM COVERS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM

too now?" instead of"I wonderhow she feels

about Obama's health care policy." On Dipdive.com, the release site, Will.i.am explains
that it was put togetherin only a few days, but
evenso couldn't they have upped the ante in
terms of star power? Oprah, Robert DeNiro,
Will Smith, and George Clooney all support
Obama, so I can tell you for sure, this is no
"We Are the World."
Either way, thevideo isworth checking out,
no matter who you support. It'snice to see celebrities using theirpowersfor good,andthis is
for sure the most inspirationalGap commercial
I've ever seen. Although as my roommate so
thoughtfully pointed out, can you really take
Will.i.amentirelyseriously afterthis summer's
hit, "I Got it From myMama"? Youdecide.

RecortdhOfWal
withJef lace

First off, I would like to apolosonic trickery reminiscentofFrank they own their own label and tour
gize for not properly introducing Zappa. After that, it would not be at will. Saturday, the band played
myself. My name is Jeff and I am out ofthe question for the quintet to (with the word "played" being
a music addict.Bands likeMoe are driftinto a laidback country-twang an understatement) to a rowdy,
the reason why I have fallen into number - arguably making even sold-out, OrpheumTheatre crowd.
this state ofendless euphoria. It all Mick Jagger and Keith Richards While my first Moe showprovedto
started, or ended for that matter, proud. The possibilities are end- be an important step in my musical
on Feb. 12, 2005, which was the less, and the typical Moe concert education, this lastshowmore than
first time I saw Moe in concert. is characterized by unpredictable sealed my addiction, which has
The days of enjoying the innocent segues, face-melting guitar pasrecently taken a back seatto others
lust of Dave Matthews Band, and sages, soaring, yet playful vocal involving suchbands as The Black
sadly enough, pledging a loose harmonies, and incredible length Crowes and TheAllman Brothers.
allegiance to 0.A.R., were finally - not in the sensory overload In recent years, the disgustingly
behind me. It only took one show. sense, but in the wisely determined, ancient Orpheum Theatre haskept
So what is Moe you may ask? "leave it all out there" sense.
Moe in check, but on SaturdayMoe
The name may be simple enough,
showed no mercy for its peeling
In a time when the music inbut the sound refuses to stick with dustry is "clinging to straws while walls. As the second set pushed
a single genre. One minute Moe drowning," which ironically is toward the one-hour mark, Moe
will boldly bask in the scorching a line from the Dave Matthews left the planet with "Yodelittle,"
heat of Led Zeppelin, only to esBand song "What You Are," Moe a highly atmospheric journey of
cape into the uncharted levels of has carved out a unique niche as melodic confusion, which peaked

when bassist Rob Derhak became
evil and led the charge with his
highly distortedleads.
What followed was pure bliss
as guitarists Chuck Garveyand Al
Schneir lightened the mood, sharing joyous licks as they patiently
ascended into "Rebubula," which
is easilyMoe's bestsong. It has it
all: the warm greeting offriendly
guitars; a windup and release,
which then triggers the heartfelt
vocal revelations of Derhak; an
anthem of a chorus; an optimistic
jam passage; and then finally a
return to glory with a spirited
reprise. Moe is a band of few
equations, but this one suits them
well. For something refreshingly
different, I suggest spending some
time with Moe.

Crow's message worth the 'Detours'
By

Tue Tran

Song)," she bears her soul and sings
about breast cancer: "Sometimes I
In Detours, Sheryl Crow wonder / Which hurts the worse /
detours from mainstream, selfThe thought of dying / Or reliving
absorbed radio and shows her every hurt / Was love the illness /
convictions in this time of perAnd diseasethe cure / Make it go
sonal andnational disillusionment away." The lyrics form a poem,
and heartache. Though not a fun and the music, along with Crow's
albumfor a longtrip, this albumis singing, is simply icing on the prosatiating for those pensive moods. verbialcake.
Crow shows herrange ofmusical
This album also has a lot of
talents, from the unplugged style political messages, which a few
of "God Bless This Mess" to the yearsago wouldhave caused it to be
deemed "unpatriotic" and burned.
upbeat "Love Is Free."
Famous for her poetic lyrics "God Bless This Mess" is about
and honest songs, Crow doesnot Sept. 11 and after, in which Crow
let fans down in her latestrelease. sings: "The president spoke words
In "Make It Go Away (Radiation of comfort/ With tears in his eyes

Heights Editor

/ Then he led us as a nation/ Into a
war all based on lies." Her artistry
is apparent as she juxtaposesa moment when everyone was united
after Sept. 11 to the war in Iraq,
showing the irony.
The best song on the album - if
for no other reason than its departure from the deep-yet-depressing
messages - is "PeaceBe Upon Us."
Crow expresses a positive message
about how there are so many great
things in life, and even though there
are bad times, the world moves on.
Parts of the chorus are in Arabic, down.
So while it's not an album that
hopeful for world harmony. The
will get a lot of radio time, it is still
music is alive and buoyant, a spoonful of sugar to help the message go a powerful statement from Crow's

DVD

CD
State Radio
Year of the Crow
Nettwerk Records

Single
Christina
Aguilera
Live and Down

Under
RCA

With Dispatch currently out of the
picture, singer/guitarist Chad Urmston
has had plenty of time to pursue his
continuously expanding side project,
State Radio. Matching the spirit ofBob
Marleywith overtones of Rage Against
The Machine, State Radio cements a
highly political agenda. Many of the
songs have been molded into shape on
the road, which brings a sense of raw
energy to the otherwise astute production. B

Download This:"Wiker Plane"

This DVD may be a slight letdownif
the viewerhas seen her livebefore. But for
those who haven't, this brilliantly showcases thecolorful costuming and sets, and,
of course, Christina's power lungs. Not
onlyare theresongs fromher latest album,
some are old favorites remixed such as
"What a Girl Wants." Thespecial features
bring the viewer backstage to meet the
dancersandothers in theproductionofthe
concert, Christina's husband, and finally,
Ms. Aguilera herself. A-

IMAGES
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heart about the state of society
and her hopes and dreams, and a
testament to her ability as a singer,
musician, and poet. A-

COURTESY

Single
Black Crowes

Trisha Yearwood

"Goodbye
Daughters of
the Revolution"

Talking To"

"This is MeYou're
Big Machine Records

SilverArrow

For better or for worse, in the seven
years since The Black Crowes released
their last studio album, Lions, they have
been far from stable. An indefinite hiatus
eventually led to an epic reunion only to be
extinguished by the departure of two key
bandmembers.The Crowes have enlisted
the youthful hands of Luther Dickenson
on lead guitar to record Warpaint, due
in stores March 4. The song "Goodbye
Daughters ofThe Revolution" captures a
maturingband in search of arefreshingly
stable sound. A-

"Thisis Me You're TalkingTo," the sec-

ond singlefrom TrishaYearwood's Heaven,
Heartache, and the Power of Love, is an
instant additionto the canonofcountry music. Yearwood'spitch is spot-on as always,
blending whollywith the lush tones of the
music. With lulling decrescendos, particularlyin the song's close, an emotional
intensity is developed,perfectly capturing
the pain within Tommy Lee James's and
Karyn Rochelle's poignant lyrics of a
woman heartbroken by her lover. A
ALL ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
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IT'S A

By Blair Thill

Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

Fill

up your martini glasses with pink cosmos
and grab your Chanel bags, ladies, because the
girls are back in town. No, Sex and the City:
The Movie, is still coming out in May. Instead,
NBC's new estrogen-filled series, Lipstick
Jungle, is premiering Thursday night to the excitement of
women everywhere who have been in glamour withdrawal
since the finale of Sex and the City four years ago. The
show follows the professional and personal lives of three
friends (that's right three, not four), played by Brooke
Shields, Kirn Raver, and Lindsay Price. The story is based
on a novel by executive producer Candace Bushnell, the
author of the Sex and the City novel.
The two women tackled the tough questions in a
phone conference from journalists all over the country
as part of the publicity for their new series. Shields was
ever the poised actress throughout the conversation,
thoughtfully answering each question with the time it
deserved. Bushnell, on the other hand, took a different
approach. She came off like everybody's favorite aunt
- a little crazy and very loveable. She honestly answered
every query, occasionally adding colorful anecdotes about
her childhood. It was a real treat to hear these two very
different women chat about fashion, career women, and
trying to have it all.
The first question on everyone's minds concerned
the similarities between Lipstick Jungle and its legendary
HBO predecessor, Sex and the City. Shields must have a
great deal of experience handling this question, because
she swiftly replied that Lipstick Jungle is a completely
different book, saying, "People who loved Sex and
the City will like it, and others will be surprised at the
newness of it." As for the comparison with the ABC looka-like series Cashmere Mafia, both women revealed that
they had not even hadtime to watch producer Darren
Star's own attempt to capture the Sex and the City magic.
Bushnell elaborated by saying that she andthe other
producers and writers worked hard to find the right tone
for the show - to make sure that the characters could be
relatable for the everyday woman. Shields echoed the
same sentiments. She asserts that the two shows are much
like the New York women they are based upon. Even
though New York women appear to be the same, each one
is different.
Their show boasts its reality factor, but it should
also boast its pedigree. Bushnell is of course graced with
excellent prior experience in writing and producing, but
the show is also helmed by executive producer, director,
and writer Timothy Busfield, of West Wing and Studio 60
on the Sunset Strip fame. Brooke Shields gained much
of her television experience from her old NBC sitcom,
Suddenly Susan. Additionally, Kirn Raver has some
previous airtime of her own, playing the girlfriend of
? the SCENE THURSDAY FEBRUARY 7.20C
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one of television's greatest questions. Thank you Brooke
super agent Jack Bauer on 24, and a hostage on the shortlived 2006 ABC mystery The Nine. She must be happy to
Shields.
have a role where her life is not being endangered at every
An overarching theme ofthe conference was
the
life
of the working woman, andthe scrutiny of the
twist and turn. Lindsay Price completes the trio of powerful
television shows that portray them. The two seasoned
women, though she has little experience compared to
veterans pushed the point that the modern woman has
her two counterparts. Shields happily disclosed that the
three women have become fast friends in real life, and
been waiting for Lipstick Jungle - even if she did not
spend time together off the set. She seemed to know how
realize that she was. They claim the show is based in the
realities of sacrifice and choice that any career woman has
important it is that the audience has a sense ofreal life
chemistry for the on-screen characters, citing her guest role to make. Do you give up the chance to have a family to
on the show Friends by saying, "I remember being on [the
prove yourself as a hard worker? Or do you give up some
respect in the workplace to have a family? These two
set of] Friends and thinking I want to know that they're
friends in real life." Apparently they were - answering
successful women did not skirt the issue, but answered

truthfully, saying that it is hard to have everything, because
you are always sacrificing something. Bushnell raved
about the acting of the three stars, saying that they keep
the show grounded. She also talked about going around the
country, showing the pilot to working women of all ages
and occupations. The response was overwhelming, and
Bushnell had women begging her for the next episodes of
the series.
Bushnell provided a particularly poignant moment
of the conversation when asked if she ever dreamt that
her books would become such a successful cultural
phenomenon. She said that growing up in the 19605, it was
hard to be a woman who dreamt of success. Boys could

do anything they wanted, but girls were limited to four
stereotypical jobs - and writer was not one ofthem. But it
was her father who thankfully told her and her siblings that
they had to grow up and make a contribution to the world.
Without Bushnell's father, we may have never had
the opportunity to view a world where women could
be fabulous with or without men - a world where it is
perfectly ok for a woman to have power and money.
Although the early reviews for Lipstick Jungle are looking
bleak, the premiere Thursday night at 10 p.m. will be well
worth the time of any female student who wants to get a
real picture of what the future holds - or at the very least,
witness a fun hour filled with sex and high fashion.
the
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LRIEFwTHPike
itEhSuart
Juno, alright; Once: brilliant
Apologies if this sounds a bit like
a gripe, because, well, it is. While

Julie Taymor brings Beatles to a new age
JaNée Allen
For The Heights
By

What do you get when you combinesaturatedcolors, iconic '60s images, andBeatles tunes?
The answer is the aestheticallypleasing Across the Universe, which triumphs with the pairing
of classic tunes and amazing special effects.
Across the Universetellsthe story ofJude(Jim Sturgess), a young man fromLiverpool who
comes to America tofind his father, but experiencesmuch more. Jude meets Max Carrigan (Joe
Anderson), who giveshim a crash course on Americanlife andintroduces him to his sisterLucy
(Evan Rachel Wood), whom Jude eventuallyfalls in love with. The story follows the path of
these three young people as they attempt to understand the turbulentworldof the '60s.
The major theme of the film is the loss ofinnocence experienced by young people of that
time, somethingthat resonates with today's audience.As political tensions rise, Judebecomes
more envelopedin New YorkCity hippie life, and the images associated with this time in his
life becomemoreand more psychedelic. Thepurposes ofsome of the most beautiful scenesare
hard to decipher,because they have noreal connectionto the plot ofthefilm. The most confusing
and pointless scene is the one in which Dr. Robert (Bono) takes a throng offollowers on a crazy
bus ride to meet Mr. Kite (Eddie Izzard). On the otherend of the spectrum, however,the scene
when Max Carrigan is drafted is not only amazing to look at, it's symbolically relevant.
The music is the star of the film, with all of the covers being performed brilliantly. The
Beatles songs are extremelywell used in this filmand pull viewers intodirectorJulie Taymor's
worldand keep them there. Sturgess is a sensitive and charismatic leading man, while Wood
portrays a sad and introspectiveLucy Carrigan. Togetherthey have great chemistry, and visually they fit into the 1960svery well.
The features of the two-disc Deluxe edition DVD include deleted scenes that contain
extended musical performances. There is also a photo gallery that shows some of the most
beautiful images from the film. Taymor and music producer and composerElliot Goldenthal
share theirinsights on making the film and various production aspects. There are five behindthe-scenes featurettes that answer a lot of questions about the production, moreso than the

director's commentary.
Thismovieis romantic, visuallystunning, and entertaining. It paints a picture of a strange,

these days it's passe to bemoan the
Academy's decisions, I've decided to
take it upon myself to do a little bemoaning of my own. The subject
in question is Juno, and 1 find
myselfin the odd position
of digging theflick but also
being disappointedin its Best
Picture inclusion. Sure, I've
got a crush on Ellen Page,
and I'll rep an Arrested
Development alum
in whatevercapacity I can. And it's one
of those feel-good,
(mostly) uncontrived

bits ofsentimentality
that you can't help
but root for, laugh
with, and talk about.
ButBest Picture?
Really? I can't
support Juno's
inclusion for a
variety reasons,
foremost of which
is a little thing called Once.
It's a teensy-weensy-budgetedmusical from Ireland that has no stars, no
sex, and no glamour. While influenced by old-school Hollywood's
musicaltimelessness, it's a flick
distinct ofconvention. Its style is
loose and quick, with an obviously
non-professional young lady as one
ofthe leads, opposite a fuzzy Irish
rock-band frontman. Yet in spite of,
or perhaps because of, its palpable
limitations, Once has got more heart

than any otherfilm I saw last year. In
the top 10? Try topfive. Bestfilm of
the year? Maybe not, but it definitely
deserves it more than some pregnant
girl with a hamburgerphone who's
not named after a city in Alaska.
A rock and roll musical that's quieter
than it is loud, writerand director John Carney's touching
littleslice of life follows a
penniless guy (doesn't have
a name) as he navigates the
Dublin streets with a guitar
on hisback and an aching heart in his chest.
While strumming his
stufffor spare change
on a street corner,
he meets a girl
(who also doesn't
have a name), and,
slowly, a thoughtful
friendship blooms.
Why's the movie so
awesome? Once is
a musical without
all the unnecessary
and unfortunate
elements that the
genre's known for.
And not only does it have an inspired
soundtrack and relatable performances, it's also got a story that, while
simple, hits all the right notes.
In short, Once is brilliant beyond its
budget, and puts peoplegiddy at the
sight of Juno's hamburgerphone and omigosh! Michael Cerahas minishorts! - to shame. If the Oscars had
really wantedto nominate a clever
"non-mainstream"picture, itmight've
helped to not follow therecommendation of a bunch of teenagers.

almost modern version of the 19605. The use of Beatles music and special effects make the
film fresh and fun to watch. A-

New This Week
Movies
1. Definitely, Maybe
2. Jumper
3. Step Up 2 the Streets
DVDs
1. \u25ba Gone Baby Gone
2. Becoming Jane
3. We Own the Night
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\u25ba Ben Affleck's directorial
debut effectively uses the
city of Boston as an integral
part of the cast. Affleck's
brother, Casey, gives the
performance of his career
opposite relative newcomer
Amy Ryan, who is garnering
some serious Oscar buzz.
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+Food & Drink
TapThis
By

Jeff Wallace

Asst. Arts & Review Editor

There may be more bars in the
GovernmentCenter-Faneuil Hall area
thanthere are phone booths, but as
midnight approaches, and the grip of
sobriety starts to take hold, the chances
of gettingin on a worthwhile scene are
as likely as finding abar with $2 Coors
Light drafts. But wait - there is a bar
that offers this special, and you do not
even have to brave the old "one-in, oneout" policy to enjoy the crisp "Rocky
Mountain Freshness." After strolling
through the Congress Street strip - be
sure to mock those determinedsouls
OF
holding on to the hope of getting into
block giants Bell In Hand or Hennessey's
- The Point quicklybecomes your last
hope, which is not necessarily a bad thing. As other bars bustle with activity,
bringing in windowgazers,The Point lures its faithful to shell out a $5 cover with
a simple sign thatreads "$2 Coors Drafts." Without this sign, we wouldhave
cruised right on by to one of the finer establishments on Canal Street.
The Coors Light may be the bait, but consider yourselfcaught once you are
inside.For those ofyou looking to feed a live-music cravingwith cliche covers,
this is certainly the place for you. Where else can you enjoy the one-two punch of
"Stairway to Heaven" and "Freebird"? Also, The Point is surprisingly roomy with
two floors, each with its own bar, an attribute that will go unnoticedfrom the street.
While the downstairs showcases live music and has plenty of seating space, the
upstairs has a more spacious dancefloor with
a DJ that spins all of yourfavorite beats. The
The Point
~"\
Point is certainly a "taleof two cities," as it
147 Hanover Street
offers something for every crowd. Rather than
Boston, MA 02108
waiting in line somewhereelse, dip downto
(617)523-7020
Hanover Street and make your way over to The
V www.thepointhoston.net//
Point. Any bar that offers $2 Coors Light drafts
should not be your last resort. B
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RECIPE

NMeasm'C
Corn asserole
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Did you know that Mardi Gras was not first celebrated
in the United States in New Orleans? Rather, it was held
in the nearby French colony of Mobile, Ala. in 1703.
While Fat Tuesday and free Moon Pies have come to
pass, here's a decadent, easy-to-make treat to celebrate
the South.
1 can whole kernel corn (do not drain)
1 can cream corn
1 8 oz. sour cream
1 stick butter or margarine, melted
1 box Jiffy cornbread mix
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Combine all
ingredients,together in a large bowl. Pour
into an 8 X 8 baking dish.. Bake for one hour
or until top is golden.
|
"~~
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fiaevnFdosrfucl' lavors
By Anne Muscarella
Heights Staff

Nestled in Boston's North End, Antico Forno offers original Italian fare at an affordable
price. Atestimony to the quality ofits foodis the impressive crowd thatthe restaurant attracts,
even though it is located off the main drag on Salem Street.
The line was out the door when my fellow diner and I arrived at 8:20 for our 8 p.m.
reservation. Although our tablehad been given away, the staff was apologetic and helpful and
appearedto be moving the tables quickly. They were ableto accommodateus within minutes.
We were seatedat a cozy table for two at the back near the brick oven. Antico Forno
has the kind of small dining room that characterizes so many restaurants in the North End.
And even though the room was bustling, our table still felt comfortableand private. The
atmosphere was casual but the lighting andwarmth of the room added a romantic feel.
Our waiterstarted us off with a basket of fresh-baked sourdough bread accompaniedby
a cannelloni bean topping thatthe server raved about, but that neithermy friend nor 1 cared
for.As we looked at the menu, the appetizer offerings appeared to be few and very basic,
including a traditional antipasto, fried calamari, and two soups. The salads, however, both
sounded interesting and looked delicious as they were being deliveredto nearby tables. Piles
of baby greens, veggies, and cheese were arranged on large dishes big enough to share with a
friends and at a great value ($6).
Antico Forno translates to English as "AncientFurnace," so it is not surprising that
its brick-ovenpizzas are a mainstay on its menu. The restaurant offers everything from
traditionalcheese and tomato to pizzas with artichokes, sausage, and a variety of fresh
vegetables. We ordered a pizza to share as an appetizer, opting for the traditional margherita
pizza, which was simply delicious with the melted cheese and dough baked to perfection and
served oozing.
The menu had a manageablenumber of options for an Italian restaurant, steering away
from the classics and instead providing a smallernumber of unique dishes.For pastas, the
offerings ranged from homemade gnocchi to linguiniwith seafood in a light garlic sauce.
For other entrees, Antico Forno keeps things equally simple, offering one dish eachof
chicken, fish, veal, and pork chops. Rather than being served with the traditionally thick
sauces or heavy sides, these meals aremore delicatelyprepared and served with roasted
potatoes and fresh string beans.
We orderedthe RigatoniAlia Boscaiola, which was a rigatoni pasta sauteed with
mushrooms, sweet peas, onions, andItalian ham in a plum tomato mascarpone sauce. The
sauce was plentiful and theflavor of the ham and onion throughout the dish was delicious.
Inkeeping with the rest of the menu, the dessert offerings were also very basic, with only
two options - tiramisuand cannolis. But with Mike's Pastry just around the corner, we chose
to skip out on dessert.
Antico Forno is a great place for a simple Italianmeal at an affordableprice. With a
casual and warm environment, and accommodating and prompt service, it's a superior dining
experience.To get the most for your money, go with a small group of friends (as the space
cannot comfortablyhold largeparties) and share a simple meal of salad and pizza. Youwon't
be disappointed. Bthe SCENE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2008
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grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
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Y Drink Up! \u25bc

Mini-Feed

T Information

Contact Info
Email:
chuapaya@bcheights.com
About Me: Claudia Huapaya is a staff columnist forThe Heights. She welcomes
comments and suggestions for new drinks.
Drink Up!:/\f^era long week, who doesn't need a little Release? And what better wayto get down than having a
sip of a beverage and heading off to the Dance Organization of Boston College's (DOBC) dance show?
View More Photos of Me (262)
You can eventurn on Timbaland's "Release" and shake your groove thang to get your mind offyour
Edit My Profile
obligations the next morning. No one likes (or goes to) Friday classes anyway. In honor of Timbaland,
\u25ba Photos (17 Albums)
DOBC, and sticking it to the Friday Morning Man, I give you Release!
\u25ba Notes (11)
Speaking of Release, you should check out Rolling Stones' newest, featuring America's most lovable
\u25ba Groups
train wreck, Unfitney. And be sure to check out MJ's newest release, "Wanna Be Startin' Somethin'
2008" with Akon - genius! Now back to boozeness. I will be the first to admit, my use of Jager in
\u25bc This Week's Drink
recipes has been excessive lately. All because of "My New Haircut," it's gonestraight to my head.
Grab your shaker and add ice. Take out your chilled martini glass, add the raspberry liqueur, and then
shake the sweet & sour mix with the Midori and strain. Add the Jager last to complete the layered
look. Take a sip and toast to another week down.
Splash of sweet & sour mix
Lovin' the green stuff? Use 1 ounce Midori, 1 ounce whiskey sour mix, 2 ounces of Sprite, and garnish
Splash of Midori melon liqueur
with two cherries for a Midori Sour. If you're like Bobo and wantto stick with the Jager, add 1/2 ounce
of the good stuff with 1/2 ounce of Malibu coconut and 1/2 ounce of pineapple juice for a Surfer on
1/2 ounce Jagermeister
Acid. Whatever drink you choose, check out DOBC's Release and Drink Up!

Release

1/2 ounce raspberry liqueur

\u25bc
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Style Files (BC) wrote
with Lauren

It*
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Gomez

It's electric. If you detested the '80s
and early '90s, you are out of luck
this season. For those of you who
were too young to have experienced
them, then here is your chance.
Looks like the burgeoning trend of
bright hues is maintaining a steady
pace, plowing through the seams
of Manhattan's Bryant Park. Well
hello, New York Fashion Week. At
the Fall 2008 shows, electric swabs
of color were blazoned upon the
runway like dots to a Lichtenstein
piece. Think tomato red, the brightest
blue, chartreuse, burnt orange, pink,
and yellow. Alexandre Herchcovitch,
Versace, Yves Saint Laurent, and
Lanvin have paid homageto the
trend throughout their events. Even
the traditionally more conservative
Ralph Lauren rang in 40 years of
fashion with a Spring/Summer2008
catwalkshow revealing everything
but cable knit. Instead, he featured
floral gowns, ruffles, and a range
of vibrant hues. Hollywood further
perpetuates the trend, demonstrated
by stars such as Mandy Moore,
mimicking the striking canary yellow
trench coat of the Ralph Lauren show
upon her arrival at Fashion Week.
The manically fashion-forward Gwen
Stefani and Sienna Miller exposed
their own take on the trend, of

course. Both connoisseurs of couture
were recently spotted wearing Kanyeesque neon blue sunglasses. Why
not?
Closer to home, the sudden
emergence of sunlight on campus
seemed to inspire a similar variety
of bold shades. The contrast of tints
such as pink and purple, red and
black, and pink and blue created both
an eye-catching and distinctive effect.
The result is a refreshing break from
the monotony of a neutral-laden
winter wardrobe. It might require a bit
of risk to venture outside the palate
of black, beige, and brown; however,
it can be easily accomplished. To
avoid looking like you are on your way
to a rave, think "accents." Instead
of a head-to-toe getup, you might
try wearing a winter coat in green or
orange. Add red or turquoise to an
all-black ensemble to avoid blending
in with the dismal winterweather.
Replace navy blue with electric
blue. Fuchsia and purple remain
transitional colors. They have been
threadedthrough fall collections,
into winter wear, and are now dusted
upon looks for spring. Perhaps it does
take a dose of confidence to wear
these looks. A bit of audacity can go a
long way, though. Four students from
around campus prove that the result
PHOTOS COURTESY OF LAUREN GOMEZ

